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C H A P T E R

15
Excavation Vulnerability and Selection of
Effective Rock Support to Mitigate Rockburst
Damage
Peter K. Kaiser
Laurentian University, Sudbury, ON, Canada

PREAMBLE
This chapter presents a review of support design concepts and principles. For this purpose, it is first necessary to
understand excavation failure modes and the vulnerability of excavations to failure. Only then is it possible to assess
the impact of dynamic disturbances on the severity of excavation damage and thus on support requirements. Guidance
is then provided for support selection with reference to the Canadian Rockburst Support Handbook (Kaiser,
McCreath, & Tannant, 1996) and a new “Rockburst Support Reference Book” (Cai & Kaiser, 2017) that will be released
in three volumes 2017. This chapter is extracted in part from these documents.

15.1 UNDERGROUND EXCAVATION BEHAVIOR
15.1.1 Introduction
A robust rock engineering solution in underground mining or construction must respect the complexity and variability of the geology, consider the practicality and efficiency of construction, and provide safe and effective rock support. For this purpose, it is essential to anticipate the rock mass and excavation behavior early in the design process.
Over the life span of an excavation, this behavior may change, and the applicable engineering models and ground
control measures may also have to change along with it. This is particularly true in ground where stresses, displacements and dynamic disturbance factors change with time, and pseudostatic behavior may at least temporarily change
to dynamic behavior, as in rockbursts.
15.1.1.1 Definition of Rockburst
For the purpose of this chapter a rockburst is defined as “damage to an excavation that occurs in a sudden and
violent manner and is associated with a mining-induced seismic event” (Kaiser et al., 1996). The generic term
“rockburst” is therefore independent of the cause of damage and the failure process. Strain bursts, pillar bursts,
and fault-slip bursts are all considered rockbursts if they cause damage to an excavation or its support. The associated
seismic event may be remote from or, in the case of strainbursts, colocated with the damage location; a seismic event
alone without causing damage is not a rockburst. Explanations of other terminologies used in this chapter are summarized in Glossary.
15.1.1.2 Effective Rock Support to Mitigate Rockburst Damage
An effective support system for burst-prone ground is one that maintains excavation stability without causing
undue safety risks. The system should decrease ground and support displacement velocities to zero and ensure
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support integrity with a reduced but still acceptable remnant safety margin after the rockburst to provide access for
emergency purposes and for rehabilitation. Ideally, an effective support system will control the wall displacement to
below operationally unacceptable limits (typically with an allowable displacement limit δall of <0.3 m).
15.1.1.3 General Steps for Selecting Effective Rock Support
For the purpose of selecting an effective rock support system to prevent or mitigate rockburst damage, it is first
necessary to classify possible excavation behaviors (i.e., the possible instability or failure modes caused by gravity
or stress, and then to assess the vulnerability of an excavation to failure (by unraveling, spalling, etc.) or to other undesired behavior (excessive deformation causing support damage, etc.).
The vulnerability has to be quantified with a measure indicating the proximity to failure or unacceptable behavior.
This margin, called safety margin SM, can be defined as the difference between the support capacity C and the support
demand D normalized to the support’s capacity (SM ¼ (C  D)/C). The safety margin is zero at a factor of safety FS ¼ 1.
The impacts of mining and rock support (reinforcement) have to be accounted for when establishing the safety margin.
Next, the consequences of all possible dynamic disturbances from various sources in the form of dynamic stress
pulses, ground motions (velocity and acceleration), and local energy releases during the rock mass fracturing process
(strainbursting) on the safety margin need to be determined. In order to ensure safety, the change in the safety margin
(ΔSMd) due to dynamic loading has to be less than the static safety margin SMs before being hit by a dynamic disturbance.
With an effective and burst-resistant support system, the ultimate safety margin SMd ¼ (SMS  ΔSMd) has to be such
that equilibrium between all energy inputs and energy sinks is maintained at all times. For this purpose, one must
consider not only the energy dissipation capacity of the support, but also the energy dissipation capacity of the
reinforced rock mass (including energy dissipation by rock mass fracturing, shearing, etc.).
In summary, as a first step, the vulnerability or safety margin of a supported excavation is established under static
conditions after the influence of mining-induced stress changes. Next, the increase in vulnerability or decrease in SM of
this excavation to failure driven by dynamic disturbances is established. The suitability of a selected support system to
resist dynamic loading and to prevent rockburst damage is then assessed by ensuring an acceptable remnant SMd is
maintained after being dynamically stressed.

15.1.2 Characterization of Underground Excavation Behavior
15.1.2.1 Static Excavation Behavior Modes
Under static loading conditions, the excavation behavior can be characterized by nine modes, as illustrated by the
3  3 excavation behavior matrix (Fig. 15.1 modified after Kaiser et al., 2000). The horizontal axis represents the rock
mass quality or strength and the vertical axis the stress level.
Excavations in highly fractured or sheared ground are prone to falls of ground and excessive plastic deformation: an excavation in a rock mass described by the far right column (RMQ 3; Mode M31 to M33 with Q0 < 0.4, RMR < 35 and GSI < 30) is
characterized by short stand-up times if unsupported (<1 day according to Bieniawski’s stand-up time chart
(Bieniawski, 1976) inserted in Fig. 15.1).
M31: Unraveling of blocks from the excavation surface.
M32: Localized failure of rock blocks bounded by open joints and unraveling along discontinuities.
M33: Squeezing as an elastic/plastic continuum with swelling potential.
At elevated stress levels (Modes M32 and M33), it is further characterized by the stress-driven plastic yield (Martin,
Kaiser, & Christiansson, 2003). This rock mass always requires support with a robust retention system (e.g., shotcrete)
to prevent raveling of rock between bolts. The safety margin is defined by the support’s load capacity (in M31) and by
its deformation capacity (in M32 and M33). The lower this safety margin, the more vulnerable an excavation is to other
influence factors such as dynamic disturbances.
Excavations in fractured or blocky-to-disintegrated rock are prone to failure with some structural controls: an excavation in a
rock mass described by the central column (RMQ 2; M21 to M23 with Q0 ranging roughly from 40 to 0.4, RMR from 75 to
35, and GSI from 70 to 30, respectively) is dominated or at least strongly influenced by structural controls (geological
features such as joints, bedding, shears, etc.).
M21: Falling and sliding of rock blocks and wedges.
M22: Localized brittle failure of intact rock blocks bounded by open joints facilitating movement of rock blocks
bound by discontinuities.
M23: Brittle failure of intact rock around the entire excavation combined with movement of rock blocks bound by
open joints.
V. MITIGATION OF ROCKBURST RISK
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FIG. 15.1 Excavation behavior matrix showing expected rock mass failure modes M11 to M33 as a function of rock mass quality or strength and
excavation-induced stress (stress scale on right side) (Kaiser, Diederichs, Martin, Sharp, & Steiner, 2000). The arrow connecting the stand-up time
chart defines the boundary where unraveling becomes dominant. The two arrows link to Fig. 15.2. Q0 ¼ Q with Jw/SRF ¼ 1.
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At low stress, particularly when relaxed in the roof due to a low stress ratio k (¼σ h/σ v), this rock mass also requires
support, and the safety margin is also defined by the load capacity of the support (M21). At elevated stress levels (M22
and M23), however, blocks formed by open-joint sets tend to fracture near the excavations due to the extension straining caused by stress heterogeneities. As a consequence the natural block size is reduced near the excavations and
becomes prone to unraveling. The extent of rock mass disintegration increases with depth, and the resulting rock mass
damage zone is prone to failure involving interactions with natural joints. This rock mass requires support with
increasing bolt density and retention capacity with increasing stress or depth. The safety margin is typically controlled
by the weight of a loose (M21) or damaged rock mass (M22 and M23) and the support’s load-bearing capacity. At high
stress levels, the zone of fractured rock becomes continuous around the excavation, and in hard brittle rocks, the
geometric bulking1 imposes elevated displacements on the support. The safety margin then is also controlled by
the deformation capacity of the support systems. Again, the lower the safety margin, the more an excavation is
vulnerable to other influence factors, such as geology and dynamic disturbances.
Excavations in massive-to-discontinuously jointed ground are prone to stress fracturing near the excavation: an excavation in
a high quality rock mass (RMQ 1; Mode M11 to M13 with Q > 40, RMR > 75, and GSI > 70) responds in an elastic manner
at shallow depth.
M11: Elastic response.
M12: Localized brittle failure of intact rock adjacent to excavation boundary.
M13: Brittle failure of intact rock around the entire excavation.
With increasing stress, it will show localized spalling or stress fracturing (notch formation). Such stress-assisted
failure modes dominate once the stress level index SL ¼ σ max/UCS is >0.3–0.5 (M12 and M13), where σ max ¼ 3σ 1  σ 3
(with σ 1 and σ 3 representing the major and minor principal stress in the vicinity of the tunnel in the plane perpendicular
to the tunnel axis; the UCS is the strength of the intact rock or the rock blocks if moderately jointed). At intermediate
stress levels to SL  1, the related fracture zones typically remain localized (notch formation at stress ratio k 6¼ 1). The
stress-fractured zone becomes continuous in rock mass with low tensile strength and at elevated stress levels (and k
approaching unity).
According to Barton (1994), minor bursting (rock “spitting”) is to be expected during the tunnel advance at
SL > 0.65, while severe rockbursting, largely due to deeper burst volumes, is to be expected for SL > 1.0. Such strainbursting may be encountered even if the loading system stiffness is relatively high (i.e., during the advance of tunnels
without nearby mining influences or the impact of geological structures). Strainbursting may occur at the excavation
wall or at the interface between the excavation damage zone and the more competent, elastic rock mass surrounding it;
that is, at some distance from the wall near the location defined by the depth of failure df (in M22 and M23; see Fig. 15.3).
Strainbursting may also occur in supported rock and in rock of quality RMQ 2 if joints are oriented such that shear slip
is prevented along these joints. As a consequence, excavations become more vulnerable with increasing depth to falls
of stress-fractured ground and to strainbursting (indicated by the stars in Fig. 15.1).
Four typical images of rock mass qualities covering the range from RMQ 1–2 are shown in Fig. 15.2 together with the
applicable ranges in the Geological Strength Index chart.
Depth of Failure df
Excavations with stress-fractured rock become increasingly vulnerable to overbreak with increasing stress level
SL. The depth of overbreak or depth of failure2 in unsupported ground and for Mode M1 (and in part for M2) can
be estimated using the semiempirical chart presented in Fig. 15.3A showing data and best-fit ranges for extreme
depth of failure def (i.e., for locations of deepest or extreme recorded depth of failure; most data from gradual,
spalling-type failure processes) as well as the mean depth of failure dm
f (per Kaiser, 2016) based on Perras and
Diederichs (2016).

1

When a stress-fractured ground with strong blocks or fragments is deformed, individual blocks no longer fit together causing a volume
increase called geometric bulking. The term “geometric” is added to indicate that this bulking is largely due to a geometric nonfit unless corners are
broken and interstitial space is filled.

2

The depth of failure is defined as the depth at which the excavation would fail to if unsupported. The mean depth of failure dm
f is the average
condition that is expected over a domain with constant but variable input parameters. The extreme depth of failure def is the depth recorded at
locations with most extreme failure.
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FIG. 15.2 Rock mass quality in geological
strength index (GSI) chart for modes M12 to
M23 (rock masses of moderate strength with
a blocky nature but relatively strong blocks
between open joints). (Images courtesy E.
Hoek).
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The linear trends in Fig. 15.3A are defined by the following equations:
Extreme normalized depth of failure : def =a ¼ 1:25  SL  0:51  0:1
Mean normalized depth for failure :

e
dm
f  df =ð3:5 to 4:5Þ

(15.1)
(15.2)

The extreme depth of failure is useful in determining the bolt length requirement (typically def + ð0:5  1mÞ), and the
mean depth of failure provides an indication of the average demand resulting from over-break or stress-fractured rock
within a given rock mass geological domain along a tunnel.
The stress level SL is always variable along a tunnel because both σ max and UCS are variable. Kaiser, Maloney, and
Yong (2016) showed that the variability in the maximum stress σ max can be very high near the ground surface (down to
about 500–700 m) if the rock mass is heterogeneous. This variability decreases with depth with a coefficient of
variability CoV typically on the order of about 10% below about 1000 m. For the UCS, Bewick, Amann, Kaiser, and
Martin (2015) illustrated that the CoV for massive, homogeneous rock typically ranges from 5% to 15% and for more
heterogeneous rock types, such as limestone and claystone, from 30% to 40%. A typical normal distribution illustrating
the variability in the stress level SL (for CoV(stress) ¼ 5% and CoV(UCS) ¼ 25%) is shown in Fig. 15.3B together with
e
the cumulative distribution curve; for this example, with a mean SL ¼ 0.47, dm
f =a  0:01  0:01 and df =a  0:1  0:1.
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FIG. 15.3
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The probability for no overbreak is 22% (at a SL-threshold of 0.4) and, according to Barton (1994), the probabilities
for minor and severe bursting are 12% and 0%, respectively. Veined rocks like Quartz Monzonite may have even
higher variability in UCS, but this has to be attributed to tests, including breaks on weakness planes, so the mean
UCS should therefore not be used as a representative value to assess the breakout depth using Fig. 15.3A.
The stress-fractured rock inside the stress-driven failure zone defined by the depth of failure requires retention and
structural support. As indicated above, the safety margin is primarily defined by the support’s load capacity compared
with the demand (i.e., the weight defined by the depth and shape of the failure zone) and by the radial displacement
defined by the depth of failure and the geometric bulking intensity (bulking factor) of the reinforced fractured ground.
Bulking of Stress-Fractured Ground
When stress-fractured ground consisting of strong rock fragments is allowed to deform, its volume has to increase
due to the geometric nonfit of fragments. The bulking factor for blasted rock can be as high as 35%–45%. In underground excavations the rock can only deform into the excavation, thus the bulking is unidirectional; that is, perpendicular to the excavation wall and therefore parallel to radial rock bolts and perpendicular to retaining elements such
as shotcrete. For support design purposes the linear bulking factor BF is defined by the change in length in the radial
direction normalized to its original length (Kaiser et al., 1996). Because stress fracturing and thus rock mass bulking is
driven by the tangential strain of the rock near the excavation, as illustrated by the central image in Fig. 15.4 (Image 2)
for the excavation wall in a caving situation, less bulking is to be expected in civil tunneling and during mine development than in later mining stages, when the extraction ratio is high or cave loading adds substantial tangential
strains. The reader is referred to Kaiser (2016) for guidance on quantifying the rock mass bulking factor. In this manner
the anticipated wall and support displacements can be estimated, and the safety margin with respect to the displacement compatibility can be assessed.
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FIG. 15.4 Illustration of mining-induced tangential straining

(1)

(3)

(2)

of drift wall (1) due to floor heave or roof sag (roof loading or
pillar yield); and three predominant dynamic failure modes near
excavations: (2) shakedown or FoG due to acceleration forces
from remote seismic event; (3) static stress fracturing or strainbursting due to tangential straining; and (4) rock ejection by
momentum transfer from remote seismic source or due to high
bulking deformation rate during strainburst.

(4)

Again, the lower the safety margin in terms of loads and displacements, the more vulnerable an excavation is to
other influence factors, such as geological and dynamic disturbances.
15.1.2.2 Dynamic Excavation Behavior Modes
Excavations loaded by dynamic disturbances basically show the same failure modes as described above for static
conditions, except that dynamic factors modify the static forces, stresses, and displacements as well as displacement
rates. This is illustrated by the cartoon-like images in Fig. 15.4.
In mining, excavations are being increasingly strained as extraction ratios increase or other factors lead to mininginduced stress changes with related deformations. When affected by dynamic disturbances, described in more detail in
Section 15.1.6, a highly stressed (or strained) excavation (Fig. 15.4: Image (1) showing tangential straining of the drift
wall due to floor heave and roof sag) may experience one of three basic dynamic failure modes:
 Shakedown cue to stand-up time reduction (Fig. 15.4: Image (2)). This failure mode is dominated by rock quality,
span, etc. and dynamic acceleration forces from remote seismic event or other dynamic disturbances.
 Static stress fracturing or strainbursting due to tangential straining with or without rock ejection (Fig. 15.4:
Image (3)). This failure mode is dominated by stored strain energy, the loading system stiffness LSS, and the in situ
stress field causing tangential deformations in the direction indicated by the large arrows. It is associated with
rock mass bulking causing large static and dynamic deformations near the excavations that are largely defined by
the depth of failure and the mining-induced tangential strain.
 Rock ejection by momentum transfer from remote seismic sources (Fig. 15.4: Image (4)) or from high bulking
displacement rate during strainbursts (Fig. 15.4: Image (3)). This failure mode is dominated by energy transmitted
from remote seismic sources (considering radiation pattern), and, most importantly, the rate of fracturing in
the strainburst volume (see Section 15.1.5.2).

15.1.3 Vulnerability to Instability of Supported Excavations
15.1.3.1 Historical Developments
Heal, Potvin, and Hudyma (2006) established that the response of an excavation to a dynamic disturbance and the
severity of damage depends on the vulnerability of an excavation to failure; that is, on the safety margin before the
disturbance. Realizing that not all excavations are equally vulnerable, Heal et al. proposed to quantify the rockburst
damage severity by introducing an Excavation Vulnerability Potential index (EVP). This index takes the following four
factors into account: stress condition (E1), total ground system support capacity (E2), excavation span (E3), and geological structures (E4). By multiplying individual ratings for these factors, a damage initiation factor (DIF, depending
on stress level and ground support condition) and a depth of failure factor (DFF, relating the span and the characteristics of geological structures) were established.
The damage severity was then rated at over 250 rockburst damage sites, according to the following damage scale:
R1: No rock mass damage, minor loose, and no rock support damage
R2: Minor rock mass damage, less than 1 t displaced, and support system is loaded, loose in mesh, plates deformed
R3: 1–10 t of rock displaced with some broken bolts
R4: 10–100 t of rock displaced and major damage to support system
R5: more than 100 t displaced with complete failure of support system

V. MITIGATION OF ROCKBURST RISK
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FIG. 15.5 Chart of damage initiation factor DIF
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The depth of failure factor DFF for these cases was then plotted against the damage initiation factor DIF in the chart
presented in Fig. 15.5.
Fig. 15.5 presents isoprobability lines for Excavation Vulnerability Potential (EVP indices for R4 or R5 damage,
>10 t), suggesting that more severe damage is to be expected for elevated DIF and/or DFF (note: log scales). According
to this figure, severe damage (R4 to R5) was recorded when the EVP probability exceeded 10%–15%. Whereas a general
trend for the R5 cases (and less for the R4 cases) seems evident, there exists no clear trend for cases with little damage
(R1 to R3). Nevertheless, this figure demonstrates that the damage severity intensifies with increasing vulnerability in
terms of the two adopted factors: DIF, which primarily measures susceptibility to stress driven failure, and DFF, which
quantifies the susceptibility to gravity-driven failure (fall of ground, FoG).
Unfortunately, different types of rockbursts and related types of failure modes, as introduced in Fig. 15.4, cannot be
differentiated from Fig. 15.5. This is because the vulnerability of an excavation depends on different factors, depending
on the failure mechanism (M11 to M33). Each class should have been assessed separately. The vulnerability for strainbursts increases when the DIF is high, whereas it also increases for shakedown when the DFF is high. Because the
vulnerability to shakedown rises when the rock is stress fractured, this chart suggests that the vulnerability to seismic
shakedown is higher when the rock mass is highly stressed before a seismic event.
With respect to the EVP index for strainbursts, two important factors that control the energy release potential, are
missing in the approach proposed by Heal et al. (2006): the energy stored in the rock mass surrounding the excavation
before failure initiation (reflected in the local mine stiffness or loading system stiffness LSS), and the energy dissipated in
fracturing and breaking the rock mass. Furthermore, Heal et al. did not have ground motion measurements, and thus
they related the damage to the ground motion predicted by a scaling law, which is not appropriate. Actual ground
motions can deviate by orders of magnitude from those obtained by scaling laws (Kaiser & Cai, 2013).
The approach introduced by Heal et al. (2006) is therefore not suitable without modification to fully assess the vulnerability of an excavation to damage by all types of dynamic disturbances. Their work is, however, highly relevant as
it recognizes the importance of the excavation vulnerability (i.e., that identical dynamic events will cause a drastically
different damage type and extent depending on an excavation’s vulnerability to failure).
For this reason, any systematic support design approach must take the excavation vulnerability into account and
start with an assessment of the safety margin before and after dynamic disturbances. Vulnerable excavations will
require support with a higher burst resistance.
Based on the discussions presented so far, it follows that excavations can be vulnerable to failure by falls of ground
(including unraveling), rock mass yield, or bulking of stress-fractured rock (causing nonelastic deformations), strainbursting with or without rock ejection, and possibly by rock ejection resulting from momentum transfer driven by
energy from remote seismic sources (as illustrated by Fig. 15.4). In the support selection process, each vulnerability
condition (potential failure mode) and the sensitivity to various factors have to be assessed.
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If an excavation is vulnerable, dynamic disturbances can bring it to the point of failure, called a “trigger point”. Once
failure is initiated, the excavation damage process will continue until a “new” equilibrium is established as soon as the
energy inputs from various sources (e.g., ground motion, stress release, and rock mass deformation) are consumed by
various energy sinks (e.g., rock fracturing, deformation of reinforced rock mass, and rock support). Once this “new”
equilibrium is reached, the failure process is arrested, and excavation collapse is prevented; this is called the
“survival point.”
15.1.3.2 Evolution of Vulnerability to Instability Due to Mining
Fig. 15.6 schematically illustrates various possible vulnerability states of an excavation by comparison with a ball
that is to be pushed over a hill:
State 1: An excavation can have a high safety margin or a low probability of failure such that much energy is
required to push the ball “over the top,” (i.e., the excavation is not vulnerable to failure).
State 2: The state may be close to failure (SM > 0 but Pf > 0%) such that a relatively large dynamic disturbance is
needed to push the ball “over the top,” (i.e., the excavation is vulnerable to dynamic loading).
State 3: The excavation state may be sitting at an unstable equilibrium (SM  0) such that any minute
disturbance will initiate the failure process. In this case, instability can be triggered by a small external disturbance,
or it can be self-initiated (Step 1 in Fig. 15.6B).
State 4: After failure is initiated, it is possible that a “new” equilibrium is reached with an effective support (i.e.,
the excavation “survives” the failure process and stabilizes at a new, lower safety margin). It will only collapse
if further static or dynamic disturbances are imposed to overcome the new safety margin (Step 2 in Fig. 15.6B).
State 5: Collapse occurs when no further resistance factors can be mobilized to ensure stability.
In civil engineering or mine development projects, the state of vulnerability changes as a tunnel or drift is advanced.
In active mining, however, there is a further evolution of the excavation vulnerability as mining-induced stresses and
deformations change (e.g., with an increasing extraction ratio or cave load).
A pure strainburst is a failure process where a marginally stable excavation (State 3 in Fig. 15.6A)3 is triggered and
fails without any significant dynamic input energy. Therefore a strainburst can be self-initiated or triggered by minute
disturbances (e.g., convergence during tunnel advance). Furthermore, a strainburst can cause a dynamic disturbance
that may trigger further strainbursts nearby if the excavations are highly vulnerable (State 3).
If the excavation is in a stable equilibrium (State 1 or 2), additional stress or energy is required to bring the excavation to the point of failure (State 3). A strainburst-prone situation where additional energy deepens the failure zone is
called a dynamically loaded strainburst.
A seismically induced fall of ground or shakedown is a situation where a static or dynamic disturbance triggers the
failure process (e.g., detaches a wedge or retained volume of stress fractured ground) and sufficient dynamic energy is
provided to overcome the remnant safety margin of State 4.
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(A) Schematic illustration of vulnerability states and (B) trigger and survival assessment steps.

State 3 is typically reached by stress increases caused during the tunnel advance or due to nearby mining.
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15.1.3.3 Measures of Excavation Vulnerability
Safety Margin
If an excavation is in equilibrium, the margin to failure initiation can be “measured” by the static safety margin
defined in Section 15.1.1. The relation between the safety margin SM and the factor of safety FS is not linear
(SM ¼ 1  (1/FS), as illustrated by Fig. 15.7A); SM ranges from 0% to 100% for FSs ¼ 1 to ∞; for FSs ¼ 1, 1.3, 1.5,
and 2, SM ¼ 0%, 23%, 33%, and 50%, respectively. The use of SM is meaningful as a measure of vulnerability, as it
highlights rapid changes as instability is approaching. For example, an increase in demand by 25% due to a dynamic
disturbance will move the SM as illustrated by Fig. 15.7A by 21% to 13% for FSs ranging from 1.25 to 2. However,
because the central factor of safety CFS (¼mean capacity/mean demand) is independent of the variability in demand
and/or capacity, this definition of SM is not an ideal measure of vulnerability (even though it will be adopted for this
chapter for reasons of simplicity and clarity).
Alternatively, the SM could be defined as SM ¼ (1  Pf or u) in terms of the probability of failure Pf or unsatisfactory
performance Pu. The former refers to a failure state, whereas the latter, Pu, refers to a condition that is otherwise not
acceptable (e.g., when excessive deformation or support damage requiring rehabilitation occurs. The SM would then
be proportional to the PoF and range from 1 to 0 for 0%–100% PoF. As highlighted by Hoek (1992) and discussed in
Kaiser et al. (2010), it is common practice in engineering to overcome uncertainty by designing for an acceptable safety
spread or SM. This SM must be higher in situations of high levels of uncertainty (e.g., during the prefeasibility stage).
FIG. 15.7
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This can be narrowed as more information becomes available to limit uncertainties in demand, and quality assurances
can be provided to narrow uncertainties in capacity. This is schematically illustrated by Fig. 15.7B. The area of overlap
(arrow (1) to arrow (2) to arrow (3)) describes the probability of failure Pf or undesired behavior Pu. It decreases with
increasing certainty in demand and capacity, whereas the CFS or the SM remains constant.
For this chapter the safety margin as defined above is adopted. For a safe and functional design perspective and for
the purpose of defining the safety margin, it is necessary to first select the most relevant design parameters (on the
abscissa of Fig. 15.7B).
Design Criteria
For underground excavations in highly stressed brittle ground, there are three fundamental design criteria to consider; that is, the SM with respect to:
 force equilibrium with FSLoad ¼ load demand/support’s holding capacity;
 displacement compatibility with FSDispl ¼ displacement (or strain) demand/support’s displacement capacity;
and, if violent failure with rock ejection is anticipated with respect to:
 energy dissipation or FSEnergy ¼ released energy demand/support’s energy dissipation capacity.
As a consequence the design parameters on the abscissa of Fig. 15.7B are force, displacement, or energy.
Because rock support is deformable and can dissipate energy as it is being deformed, a design based on force equilibrium (Criterion 1) is only suitable for static loading or to assess the trigger limit; that is, when the failure process will
start as extra load is added by a dynamic disturbance. It is not suitable to assess whether a collapse can be prevented;
that is, whether a support is effective in reestablishing a new equilibrium once the disturbance triggering failure has
dissipated. For this purpose, deformation velocities have to be slowed to zero by consuming the released energy (by all
energy sinks, not just support alone).
The displacement and energy criteria are essentially identical for conditions of constant load capacity during the
displacement process (E ¼ F*δ for perfectly plastic rock mass and support behaviors). Even if energy is released as
a supported rock mass is deformed past its peak strength, for an effective support system, the displacement rate
has to be slowed to zero such that acceptable displacement limits are not exceeded; this limit is called the allowable
displacement δall. For mining drifts, the one-sided allowable wall displacement is typically in the order of
δall ¼ 0.2–0.3 m. As a consequence, support design in burst-prone ground should be based on displacement compatibility as elaborated in Section 15.2.3 on deformation-based support design.
The trigger vs survival concept is best illustrated on the shakedown example presented in the following section.
15.1.3.4 Vulnerability to Shakedown (or FoG)
Hoek, Kaiser, and Bawden (1995) present a simple example of a bolted rock slab and demonstrated that the actual
FS can vary widely as a result of variability in slab dimension and bolt quality. For a CFS of 1.28 or a SM ¼ 22%, Fig. 15.8
shows that about 30% of the calculated FSs are <1. In other words, more than 30% of rock slabs supported in the prescribed manner would be vulnerable to failure and certainly brought to failure by minor dynamic disturbances.
FIG. 15.8 Variability in actual FS with a CFS ¼ 1.28 (Hoek
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et al., 1995).
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This has several implications from a support design perspective with dynamic loading:
 The safety margin to prevent triggering of a shakedown would need to be substantially higher in variable ground
and with support of variable quality (see Section 15.1.3.5 for more details). Because it is likely uneconomical to
provide support to prevent the triggering of a shakedown, the design has to take into account a support’s ability to
reestablish stability (new equilibrium) after triggering a fall.
 A safety margin has to be found that allows to reestablish equilibrium; that is, survive the failure process and
prevent collapse. This is achieved by ensuring that the support’s deformation capacity is sufficient to dissipate static
and kinetic energy demands.
According to Fig. 15.7A, a dynamic disturbance that increases the demand by 25% (Dd ¼ 1.25Ds) will bring the mean
SM to zero with a 50/50 chance of a dynamically triggered shakedown initiation. How high the SM has to be to survive
depends on the ultimate or allowable support deformation. This is covered in more detail in Chapter 8 in handbook by
Kaiser et al. (1996) or Section 15.1.6.3 on seismically induced falls of ground.
In structurally controlled failure modes (M22 and M23) the static factor of safety FSs is strongly dependent on the
available tensile strength of rock bridges4 (Kaiser et al., 1996). Hence, the tensile strength is typically assumed to be zero
for wedge stability analyses, and the actual SM is much higher than the calculated SM. Because the actual SM is sensitive to tensile strength loss, it becomes very sensitive to stress fracturing (i.e., when the SL > 0.4). In other words, once
the stress fracturing threshold at SL > 0.4 is reached, excavations become more vulnerable to dynamic disturbances.
15.1.3.5 Vulnerability to Failure in Stress-Fractured Ground
Considering the high vulnerability of stress-fractured ground to unraveling (refer to Fig. 15.1), the retaining component of a support system must, as a prerequisite for effective ground control, prevent an unraveling of fragmented
rock between bolts.
As indicated in Section 15.1.2, the extreme and mean depths of failure are a function of the stress level, which in turn
are controlled by the variability in the maximum stress and rock strength (UCS) (Fig. 15.3). Therefore the vulnerability
depends on two aspects: (1) the risk of the depth of failure exceeding the anchor length of the bolts, and (2) the weight
of the stress-fractured ground exceeding bolts’ load bearing and displacement capacities.
Fig. 15.9 shows the frequency and cumulative distributions of the mean and extreme depth of failure for an example
of a 5 m wide tunnel at 2000 m depth with k ¼ 1.2 and a UCS ¼ 180 MPa (CoV ¼ 15%) (i.e., at SL ¼ 0.78).
The average weight of the stress-fractured ground at dm
f ¼ 0:35m is 30 kN per meter of tunnel, and the extreme
weight at def ¼ 1:4m is about 117 kN/m.
(1) The probability of locally exceeding a rebar’s anchor length (i.e., for def to exceed 1.4 m [¼2.4  1 m anchor length]) is
54% (full arrow), and the vulnerability of the depth of failure to exceed the bolt’s length 2.4 m is 5% (dashed arrow).
The probabilities are 0% for the mean condition.
FIG. 15.9 Extreme and mean depth of failure
frequency and cumulative distributions. (Left:
with mean depth of failure at 0.35 m; Right: with
extreme depth of failure at 1.4 m).
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(2) The SM for a single central row of 4-m long, 250 kN cable bolts (at 1.5 m longitudinal spacing; assuming all other
bolt types take no load) is 82% (FSs ¼ 5.7) for the mean depth of failure and 29% (FSs ¼ 1.4) at locations of
extreme depth of failure. Under static conditions, failure would not be triggered, and the bulking displacement
(estimated at 10–50 mm) could be easily handled by these cables even at locations of extreme depths of failure.
However, with a dynamic disturbance that adds 40% more load, SMd would drop to zero, and a shakedown
movement would be initiated. This could be reached, for example, if the PGV (peak ground velocity) of a
low-frequency wave exceeds about 0.05 m/s (e.g., at a local or Richter magnitude ML ¼ 1 some 30 m from
the seismic event).
(3) Once the stress-fractured volume of rock starts to move if the PGV is greater than the trigger threshold, energy
must be dissipated in the support system. For a support with a constant yield capacity the dissipated energy
is proportional to the displacement δb of the bolt. According to Kaiser et al. (1996), the displacement demand,
which is the bolt displacement required to bring the moving volume of rock to rest, is:
δb ¼

PGV 2
2gðð1:1  1:4ÞFSS  1Þ

(15.3)

This equation basically relates the energy imposed by the ground motion (PGV) to the energy consumed by the support (rock bolts). If the SM ¼ 0 or the FS ¼ 1, all energy supplied by the ground motion has to be dissipated by the
support. If the static FSs is > 1 or the SM > 0, less deformation is required to establish equilibrium. This is illustrated
in Fig. 15.10, showing the required displacement as a function of the static FS and SM for three dynamic disturbance
levels. It can be seen that:
 for a ground motion slightly higher than the trigger limit, the FoG would immediately be brought to rest after
little displacement (curve for PGV ¼ 0.1 m/s)
 for an allowable bolt displacement of δb(all) ¼ 30 mm, a FSs > 1.13 or SM > 12% would be required to survive a
PGV ¼ 0.5 m/s
 for the same allowable bolt displacement of δb(all) ¼ 30 mm, a FSs > 2.1 or SM > 53% would be required to survive a
PGV ¼ 1 m/s. Even at a three times higher displacement limit (δb(all) ¼ 90 mm) would a FSs > 1.25 or SM > 20%
be required to survive such a strong shaking motion
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This example illustrates how a stress-fractured ground’s vulnerability to shakedown can be assessed when a
dynamic disturbance from a remote seismic event causes shaking motions. If the excavation was supported with a
static factor of safety of FSs ¼ 1.5 and subjected to a ground motion of 1 m/s is to be survived, the support has to have
a displacement capacity of at least 56 mm. If the allowable displacement δb(all) is 90 mm, then 62% of the displacement
capacity is used up by the first ground wave. However, with each subsequent pulse, further displacement capacity will
be used up; for example, at FSs ¼ 1.5, a subsequent pulse of 0.5 m/s would add an additional 15 mm of displacement.
Therefore after the second pulse, 79% of the total allowable displacement capacity would be used up. By repeated
shaking, displacement will accumulate and a support’s displacement capacity is gradually used up.
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FIG. 15.10 Allowable bolt displacement for survival of a triggered shakedown as a function of FSs and SM; for three dynamic disturbances with
PGV ¼ 0.1, 0.5 and 1 m/s (for low frequency wave according to Eq. 15.3).
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This example also illustrates that it is the allowable and not the ultimate displacement capacity of a support system
that must be used to assess a support’s resilience to shakedown. It may well be that the yield capacity of an individual
bolt is higher than 90 mm for the case presented above (e.g., when debonded cable bolts are used). This yield capacity
may however not be mobilized when the displacement limit of the support system is reached; that is, when the retention system fails due to excessive mesh loading or shotcrete cracking.
Furthermore, whereas energy considerations led to Eq. (15.3), it is the cumulative displacement that defines a support’s ability to survive a dynamic disturbance. For this reason, it is suggested later that deformation-based support
selection principles are most suitable for support selection in burst-prone ground.
15.1.3.6 Vulnerability to Failure by Strainbursting in Relatively Stiff Loading Environments
For strainbursts to occur in highly stressed and massive-to-moderately jointed rock, two conditions have to be met:
(1) the rock has to be brittle5 with rapid postpeak strength loss behavior, and (2) sufficient energy release potential has
to exist. The latter depends on the rocks’ energy release capacity or the loading system stiffness LSS. The higher the
deformation potential DP6 upon rock failure or the lower the LSS, the higher the kinetic energy release potential is for a
given rock mass.
There are many factors that influence the LSS, such as the extraction ratio, the presence of geological structures, and
many more. The LSS is relatively high when single tunnels or multiple tunnels with large separation distances are
advanced. For such conditions and for massive-to-moderately jointed rock, the Q-system provides some guidance
with respect to strainburst vulnerability.
In the Q-system, the strength reduction factor SRF is used to adjust Q for support estimation. In a reverse manner,
the SRF presented by Barton, Lien, and Lunde (1974) and Barton and Grimstad (1994) provides threshold indicators for
“slabbing and bursting in massive rock,” called minor bursting at SL ¼ 0.65–1 (SRF ¼ 50–200), and for “heavy rockburst
(strainburst) and immediate dynamic deformation in massive rock” at SL > 1 (SRF ¼ 200–400).
Accordingly, for the example conditions shown in Fig. 15.3B, there would be a probability for minor strainbursting
of 0%–12% (1 > SL > 0.65) and 0% probability for major strainbursting. By reference to Fig. 15.3B, there is a 12% probability of strainbursting (between SL ¼ 0.65–0.8) and thus by reference to Fig. 15.3A, minor bursting with mean depth
of bursting to dm
f =a  0:05  0:10 (about 0.15–0.3 m for a ¼ 3 m) would be expected. Locally, deeper bursting to the
extreme def /a to 0.25–0.5 (about 0.75–1.5 m for a ¼ 3 m) might be expected, but this would likely occur at some distance
from the wall; that is, at the interface to undamaged ground behind the supported stress-fractured ground.
As explained above, within a rock mass domain represented by Fig. 15.3, no overbreak would be expected for
about 22% of the length of the domain. For the remaining 78%, stress fracturing to depths ranging from 0 to
0.3 m would be anticipated on average and locally to about 1.5 m. Of the latter, 12% could be associated with minor
strainbursting. As discussed by Kaiser et al. (2010), it is not to be expected that the entire depth of failure def would be
created at once during a strainburst. Most likely, strainbursting will only occur at the transition from the stressdamaged to the undamaged ground; that is, at depth of 0.5–1.5 m from the tunnel wall (for a ¼ 3 m). Such events
would likely be of low magnitude with ML < 0.
Because the maximum stress near an excavation is highly dependent on the stress ratio k (at a given depth), it is to be
expected that the vulnerability for strainbursting (the strainburst potential SBS) would increase with increasing stress
ratio. This is illustrated in Fig. 15.11 for otherwise identical conditions to those used to produce Fig. 15.3B.
The vulnerability for minor strainbursting, shown for SL ¼ 0.65, increases rapidly for k > 1.15. The vulnerability for
severe strainbursting, shown for SL ¼ 1, increases rapidly for k > 1.5. For example, at k ¼ 1.5, which may be high for a
depth of 1000 m, the vulnerability for severe strainbursting is 5% and for minor strainbursting is between 5% and 55%.
At k < 1.3, considered typical for a depth of 1000 m, there is no vulnerability for severe strainbursting and <25% probability for minor strainbursting. The declining curve in Fig. 15.11 also shows that the probability for no overbreak
rapidly decreases with increasing k. It drops below 10% a k > 1.4 for this example.
The strainburst severity (SBS), however, also depends on the lateral extent of the highly stressed rock volume and
the loading system stiffness, not only on the maximum stress. Hence, deeper tunnels with more favorable stress ratios
may be more prone to severe bursting, as there is more energy available and also less self-stabilization tendency.

5

Various brittleness indices have been proposed to identify burst-prone brittle rocks; they are not reviewed here.

6

The deformation potential DP is a measure of the rock’s desire to deform when the boundary condition is suddenly changed by the failure
of a volume of rock near an excavation.
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FIG. 15.11 Sensitivity of vulnerability for strainbursts as a function of stress ratio k for a tunnel
depth of z ¼ 1000 m and k ¼ 1.2 for an UCS such that
the SL ¼ 0.47.
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15.1.3.7 Vulnerability to Failure by Rock Mass Yield (Plasticity)
In excavation behavior modes M32 and M33 (Figure 15.1), at high stress-to-strength ratios, the extent of the yield zone is
deep compared with the tunnel radius and the plastic deformations may be large compared with the support’s displacement capacity. In such conditions, the vulnerability is characterized by the probability of displacements of the supported ground exceeding the support’s displacement capacity. This condition is not explored in detail in this chapter.

15.1.4 Impact of Mining-Induced Stress Changes on Excavation Behavior
Mining-induced stress changes cause changes in the stress ratio and excavation-induced stress magnitudes (i.e.,
changes in the stress level index SL). As a consequence, the depth of failure may increase, rock may become relaxed
near the excavation boundary, and the failure mode may change by movements across the matrix boundaries in
Fig. 15.1. This is illustrated here for a stress fracturing example utilizing stress change measurements reported by
Turichshev, Hadjigeorgiou, Brzovic, Reyes-Montes, and Nasseri (2011) from El Teniente mine. The recorded stress
path is presented in Fig. 15.12A together with the resulting evolution of the stress ratio k. As the confining pressure
drops to 10 MPa, the stress ratio increases to about 6.7.
The corresponding evolution of the maximum and minimum tangential stresses around a circular excavation perpendicular to the principal stresses is shown in Fig. 15.13A. The maximum tangential stress increases steadily as mining progresses, and the minimum tangential stress becomes extensional after about 600 days. At that time, stress
relaxation can facilitate falls of ground from these zones of low tangential stress.
The stress level increases for the three selected observation times from an initial SL ¼ 0.53–0.76 and then to 1.0 (if
UCS ¼ 185 MPa), resulting in an increase of the mean depth of failure from about 4–10 and then to 17% and of the
extreme depth of failure from 15–44 and then to 74% of the tunnel radius.
The arrows in Fig. 15.12B indicate the resulting change in excavation behavior mode. The arrow for the maximum
stress path is inclined as the rock mass quality near the excavation is lowered due to stress fracturing. Assuming
GSI ¼ 65 at the onset, the excavation becomes increasing vulnerable to the combined effect of stress fracturing and joint
slip, thus increasing the vulnerability for a shakedown failure.
15.1.4.1 Mining-Enhanced Vulnerability to Shakedown or Falls of Ground
The vulnerability for a shakedown is predominantly affected by three factors:
(1) Excavation span: if the hydraulic radius increases due to excavation geometry change, the vulnerability for FoG
increases; this effect can be assessed using Mathew’s stability charts (Mathews, Hoek, Wyllie, & Stewart, 1981).
(2) Stress relaxation: if the clamping stress is relaxed or the abutment boundary moves, the vulnerability for shakedown
increases; this effect can be assessed using the Voussoir arch stability chart (Diederichs & Kaiser, 1999).
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(3) Stress-driven cohesion loss: if stress-driven extension strains are introduced, cohesion is lost by tensile failure and the
self-supporting capacity is also lost; this is conventionally considered by assuming zero cohesion in the design
(Section 8.2.2 in Kaiser et al. (1996)).

15.1.4.2 Mining-Enhanced Vulnerability to Stress Fracturing
For brittle failing rocks the depth of stress fracturing grows with increasing SL. Hence, both changes in maximum stress and stress ratio affect the vulnerability to stress fracturing. This is illustrated by Fig. 15.14A and B for
increasing vertical stress; for example, due to the advance of an undercut (base case: z ¼ 1500 m with k ¼ 1.2; see
caption of Fig. 15.14). A rise in vertical stress of 30 MPa increases the central extreme depth of failure from 0 to
1.7 m, and there is a 10% probability to exceed 2.8 m. The probability to exceed 1.4 m for 1 m remaining anchor
length for a 2.4 m long bolt increases from 0% to 61% for extreme conditions. The mean depth of failure is much
less sensitive, increasing the central mean depth of failure from 0 to 0.5 m with a 10% probability to exceed 0.65 m
and 0% probability to exceed 1.4 m.
These examples illustrate that excavations experiencing stress fracturing during normal mining operations become
increasingly vulnerable to failure when affected by dynamic disturbances. This vulnerability has to be considered
when selecting a support and when deciding on the support installation sequence.

15.1.4.3 Mining-Enhanced Vulnerability to Strainbursting
For brittle rock types, two aspects define the vulnerability of an excavation to strainbursting:
(1) The Stress Level SL: it defines the strainburst potential (SBP); that is, the likelihood for an excavation to fail by
strainbursting. The closer an excavation is to the point of failure the more vulnerable it is; that is, the higher the
potential for strainbursting. Even minor disturbances can bring vulnerable excavations to the failure point (“the
straw that breaks the camel’s back” ¼ minor mining-induced stress changes or seismic triggers).
(2) The loading system stiffness LSS: it defines the deformation potential DP when the strainburst occurs. The softer
the loading or mine system at the point of failure, the more deformation and thus energy is available to break the
rock (i.e., the more severe or violent the strainburst will be).
Amongst other factors, the LSS is affected by deformation controls, such as excavation geometry (span) and
extraction ratio. LSS decreases from single to multiple excavation geometries, particularly at the intersections, and
it is the lowest in dead weight situations (with little load shedding opportunities).
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FIG. 15.14

(A) Central extreme and mean depth of failure and upper 90% depth of failure; and (B) probability to exceed 1.4 m for extreme depth of
failure (is zero for all mean depth of failure cases); z ¼ 1000 m; k ¼ 1.2, SL ¼ 0.37; a ¼ 3 m; and UCS ¼ 185 MPa with CoV ¼ 25%.
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The strainburst severity SBS (i.e., the intensity of bursting) is affected by the releasable kinetic energy (Wk), which
depends on the SL at the time of failure and the difference between the rock’s postpeak failure slope and the LSS.
The more highly stressed an excavation is before sudden stress fracturing (strainbursting) occurs and the softer the
loading system, the more vulnerable the excavation becomes to high energy release (i.e., the higher the SBS).
Influence of Geological Structures
Geologic structures can influence both the SL and the LSS and therefore the SBP and the SBS:
 Stiff dykes tend to attract stress, fail more violently, and thus exhibit high SBS. Very strong dykes may exhibit a low
SBP early in the mining process (due to low stress-to-strength ratio) but become more burstprone with higher
SBP as mining-induced stresses are attracted. Such dykes become very vulnerable to strainbursting with a very
high SBS.
 Soft inclusions tend to shed stress and exhibit more gradual postpeak failure characteristics and are therefore less
SBP and exhibit less SBS. However, soft zones increase the DP at the transition to stiffer ground and therefore
increase the SBP and SBS near the interfaces to the surrounding harder rocks.
 Weakness planes, faults, or fault zones influence the vulnerability for strainbursting by modifying the deformation
pattern and thus decrease the LSS thereby increasing the SBS. They also add additional degrees of freedom and
locally weaken the rock mass, thereby increasing the SBP. Such geological structures therefore tend to significantly
increase the vulnerability of an excavation to strainbursting from a likelihood and severity perspective.
Sometimes, a local strainburst can create the necessary freedom for larger, gravity-driven failures, as illustrated by
Fig. 15.15A. In such cases, minor strainbursts can cause severe damage in the form of strainburst-triggered shakedown.
The impact of stress ratio changes on strainbursting was discussed in conjunction with Fig. 15.11. Geological structures and rock mass heterogeneities can drastically change the stress ratio (Kaiser et al., 2016) and thus render
excavations more vulnerable to strainbursting. This is illustrated by the numerical example using a Bonded Block
Model (BBM; Pierce (2016, personal communication) presented in Fig. 15.15B to investigate the size and location of
highly stressed volumes around a tunnel where the SBP is elevated (SBP hot spots with hot colors). These areas with
high SBP lie immediately behind a skin of stress fractured ground at the tunnel periphery. This stress relaxed zone
(cool colors) near the wall is susceptible to ejection during strainbursting (black lines indicating stress induced
fractures at block boundaries). Also illustrated by this example is the role that adjacent persistent structures play
in compartmentalizing areas of high SBP.
Influence of Rock Support
Whereas support is intended to stabilize excavations during static and dynamic failure processes, support can also
increase the vulnerability of excavations to strainbursting if it prevents the gradual notch formation by stress fracturing
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FIG. 15.15 (A) Scematic illustration of combined failure mode by geological structure increasing SBP and facilitating structurally controlled
damage resulting in high SBS; (B) bonded block model (BBM) of a 10 m wide circular tunnel (12 m crossjoint spacing in stress field with
k ¼ 1.46; Pierce 2016, personal communication).
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and causes a “lock-up” of energy in thicker slabs. The thicker a slab of bursting rock, the more energy it can release,
hence support that enhances the rock’s ability to store energy may increase the SBS. Very strong and stiff support
systems (e.g., tight shotcrete arches with high capacity rock bolts, including high energy and thus high load capacity
yielding bolts such as D-bolts before yield initiation) may increase the vulnerability to strainbursting by lowering the
SBP but increasing the potential SBS. It is therefore advisable for rock that is prone to stress fracturing to allow for
sufficient flexibility in the support system to prevent “lock-up.”
It is important to note that if stresses “lock-up,” strainbursting can occur in the reinforced rock mass behind the
support’s retaining system. This can lead to a sudden dynamic loading of the support ring (e.g., shotcrete) and
may compromise the integrity of the support (e.g., cause shotcrete ejection).

15.1.4.4 Vulnerability Resulting From Excessive Support Deformation
Bulking of Stress-Fractured Ground
Because geometric bulking of stress-fractured hard, brittle rock increases with increasing tangential straining near
excavations and bulking factors up to 10% (Kaiser, 2016) can be expected depending on the effectiveness of the support
systems, the vulnerability to excessive deformation in stress-fractured ground is directly related to the anticipated
depth of failure.
For example, for the conditions described by Fig. 15.14, the bulking deformation for conditions represented by the
mean depth of failure (Eq. 15.2) would typically increase during the stress fracturing process from 0 to  35 mm (i.e., for
dm
f from Fig. 15.3 and an assumed BF  5%), so the support system would be in the elastic range or just reach the yield
point of the schematic support capacity profile presented in Fig. 15.16 (1). For extreme depth of failure conditions, the
bulking deformation would typically increase from 0 to 120 mm (Fig. 15.16 (2); that is, for def ¼ 1:7m and an assumed
BF ¼ 7%) and with a 10% probability could exceed 200 mm (Fig. 15.16 (3)); that is, for def ¼ 2:8m and an assumed
BF ¼ 7%.
This mining-induced deformation radially deforms the support system and uses up part of the support system’s
deformation capacity and thus increases the vulnerability to damage by dynamic disturbances. For example, if a support system were capable of sustaining an allowable displacement δall ¼ 200 mm (Fig. 15.16 (3)), it would generally not
be vulnerable to destruction by dynamic disturbances (i.e., the deformation-based safety factor would be FSDispl > 5.7
or have a SM > 0.82 at a remnant displacement reserve of >165 mm). However, at locations with extreme depth of
failure the excavation would be very vulnerable.
With reference to Fig. 15.10 and Eq. (15.3), the PGV to overcome the remaining displacement reserve after mininginduced stress fracturing is presented in the upper chart of Fig. 15.16. Whereas a PGV > 5 m/s would be required in
conditions with mean depths of failure to use up the remaining displacement reserve of >165 mm (Fig. 15.16 (1–3)),
about 2 m/s would use up the remaining displacement reserve of 80 mm (Fig. 15.16 (2)) for situations with an average
extreme depths of failure def ¼ 1:7m. For 10% of the extreme conditions with SM ¼ 0, the slightest ground motion would
cause the displacement to exceed the allowable limit of δall ¼ 200 mm; that is, the support system would be extremely
vulnerable to damage. Any nonzero ground motion would cause an overshoot in displacement beyond δall. The
dashed curve in the upper chart in Fig. 15.16 shows the PGV causing an overshoot of 100 m. For example, a
PGV ¼ 0.8 m/s would cause an overshoot of 100 mm for 10% of the extreme conditions with SM ¼ 0; a PGV of about
2 m/s would cause the same overshoot in 50% of the extreme conditions with a remaining displacement reserve of
80 mm.
In other words, locations where stress fracturing has used up much of the available displacement capacity are highly
vulnerable to damage by excessive support deformation resulting from dynamic disturbances. This would be of little
consequence if the support system responded in a perfectly plastic manner (full line in Fig. 15.16); the FS against collapse at 400 mm displacement would however be reduced to 2–1.33 for the example given above (with 100 mm overshoot). For the other two support system characteristics (dashed and dotted curves in Fig. 15.16) 40% and 70% of the
support capacity would be lost at 100 mm overshoot, respectively. In practical terms, this would mean that the retention system would likely be heavily damaged, individual bolts would have failed and some rock would unravel or be
ejected.
This example illustrates that the vulnerability to damage by supplemental deformations from dynamic disturbances
can be substantially increased by mining-induced deformations. It also shows that highly varied vulnerabilities to
deformation-based damage are to be expected in otherwise uniform rock mass domains. For most parts, the vulnerability could be very low but in extreme conditions, typically making up some 5% of a given domain, the vulnerability
could range from moderate to extremely high due to local displacement demands reaching or exceeding the support’s
allowable displacement limit or even its capacity.
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Schematic illustration of sensitivity of excavation vulernability due to excessive support displacement; shown for three support system characteristics (elastoplastic, 50% and 100% capacity loss between 200 and 400 mm total displacement); also shown are allowable PGVs for an
allowable support displacement of 200 mm and for a 100 mm overshoot allowance leading to 40% and 70% support capacity loss, respectively.

Plastic Yielding or Squeezing Ground
Rockbursts are unlikely to occur in heavily yielding or squeezing ground (in behavior modes M32 and M33). However, such ground conditions might still be affected by dynamic disturbances from remote seismic sources transmitting
stress waves and ground motions (characterized by peak ground velocity PGV or acceleration PVA). Because support
systems in such ground conditions are characteristically in a state of marginal equilibrium (i.e., any change in stress
may induce additional displacement) dynamic disturbances may induce detrimental displacements as discussed in the
previous section. Therefore the vulnerability to failure of such excavations depends on the remnant SM (i.e., the remnant displacement capacity of the support system after previous plastic straining). Whereas lightly predeformed but
ductile support systems are less vulnerable to dynamic disturbances, relatively stiff and brittle support systems in such
grounds are at risk of being damaged by remote seismic events.
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Once an excavation is vulnerable to fail by any one of the above described failure processes, dynamic disturbances
can trigger and cause failures by one or a combination of various mechanisms. A seismic event radiates energy causing
ground motions (PGV or PGA) and related compressive (p) and shear (s) stress waves. The former may cause shakedowns, while the latter may induce tensile stresses at excavation walls (due to wave reflections) and repeated dynamic
loading and unloading of excavations in compression and shear. These processes and their impact are described in
more detail in Section 15.1.6. However, an excavation may also suddenly and violently fail by strainbursting without
much energy input from remote seismic events. This dynamic excavation failure mechanism is described next.

15.1.5 Instability Caused by Self-Initiated or Triggered Strainbursts
15.1.5.1 Burst Potential and Severity
If a rock specimen is loaded in a test frame, the postpeak slope λ is observed to depend on the confining pressure
(Fig. 15.17). If the loading system stiffness is softer (i.e., LSS < λ), then excess energy from the test frame is available and
will lead to unstable failure of the specimen. For the stress strain behavior shown in Fig. 15.17 and with LSS ¼ 72 GPa,
this rock will fail in a stable manner when confined with σ 3 > 0.5 MPa.
Similar to a steadily loaded rock specimen in a test frame, brittle rocks near an excavation can fail in a violent manner when gradually loaded by an advancing tunnel face or by nearby mining. By reference to Fig. 15.6, the rock is
loaded from State 1 to 2 and eventually to State 3, when it will burst as a result of even a minute disturbance if the
LSS is too low. The excess kinetic energy released during rock failure depends on the stress level, the postpeak slope
of the rock λ, and the loading system stiffness LSS (i.e., the stiffness of the loading frame in the laboratory or the mine
stiffness LSS in situ).
The closer the stress-to-strength ratio (or the stress level) is to unity, the higher is the strainburst potential SPB. On
the other hand, the higher the releasable excess or kinetic energy Wk, the higher the strainburst severity SBS. In other
words the softer the loading system and the steeper the postpeak failure slope, the higher the Wk and thus the SBS. Both
aspects have to be considered in combination. A tunnel may have a high SBP, but the consequences of strainbursting
may be low if the SBS is low (i.e., the likelihood for strainbursting is high, but the damage potential is low). On the other
hand, the SBP may be low but the SBS is high; that is, whereas strainbursting is unlikely, the damage potential and
damage severity is high.
If the SBS is high the sudden removal of the tractions at the boundary of the bursting rock volume will radiate
dynamic waves, often characterized as implosive events.7 Depending on the stress level at failure, the depth and length
of the strainburst volume, and the LSS, the resulting events may register as events with Richter magnitude 1 < ML < 1.
FIG. 15.17 Stress-strain and loading system stiffness LSS concept illustrated on laboratory test results from tests on granite; for
an LSS of 72 GPa, this rock fails in a stable manner when confined
by >0.5 MPa.
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The assumption that strainbursts only emit compressive waves is inaccurate because shear stress tractions may also be removed.
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The related high-frequency shaking may facilitate unraveling or a local shakedown and may slightly increase the
depth of failure nearby.
For a strainburst, the energy source is located in the burst volume; that is, the seismic source is colocated with the
excavation damage. Hence, contrary to rockbursts caused by remote seismic events, the released energy is entirely
related to the local failure characteristics. The volume of failing rock, the prefailure stress level, and the LSS, as
explained above, controls the available energy at the source. The released energy, however, is less than the total available energy; it is reduced by energy consumed in various energy sinks, such as energy consumed in rock fracturing
(extension causing cohesion loss), shear deformation (frictional work), heat, and the deformation of installed support
(reinforcements and surface support).
Fig. 15.18 schematically illustrates these various energy sinks assuming linear post peak trends:
 energy consumed by rock mass: Wr ¼ Wf + Wfs; with Wf ¼ fracture energy and Wfs ¼ fracture energy added by
support action because rock is tougher to fracture when reinforced
 energy consumed by support Wys by yielding in tension and shear
 energy consumed by heat Wh (typically ignored)
and this results in the difference to the total available energy:
 energy that is available for fragment ejection Wej or Wk
If the rock mass is effectively supported, the reinforced rock mass will provide resistance against tangential deformation. This is called the postpeak strength of the reinforced, fractured rock mass (PPSfrm) and is assumed to be constant for the graph in Fig. 15.18.
Based on this energy balance illustration, it becomes evident that there is a critical LSS* when the rock mass and the
support are capable of balancing the releasable energy. LSS* is the postpeak slope of the effectively supported rock
mass. If LSS < LSS*, the support system is not sufficient and excess kinetic energy is available to dynamically deform
the supported rock mass or even damage the support and eject rock. The amount of excess energy is reduced by the
PPSfrm but not to zero.
For support design purposes, an allowable LSS allowable is to be defined (greater than LSS*) to achieve a desired
safety margin.
Two support design principles emerge from these considerations:
 the support has to modify the rock mass behavior such that the postpeak slope is flattened
 the support has to strengthen the rock mass to provide more tangential resistance and render the reinforced rock
mass more ductile such that less energy is available to eject rock

FIG. 15.18
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Whereas it may be difficult to quantify all energy sinks, the common assumption that the support represents the
only energy sink is excessively conservative, particularly when a support system is effective in preventing rockburst
damage. When support is effective, impact velocity is not zero but the ejection velocity is zero, and all of the available
energy is consumed by the reinforced rock mass (by the support and the reinforced rock mass deformation). For strong,
hard rock, it can be shown that the rock mass consumes much more energy than the support alone.
15.1.5.2 Ejection During Strainbursting
For strainbursts, the rock ejection velocity will be zero if the rock mass is effectively supported, or nonzero if blocks
of fragmented rock are ejected between bolts or the support system fails. The actual ejection velocity depends on the
difference between the released energy (energy demand) and all energy sinks (collective energy dissipation capacity;
not just the support’s energy dissipation capacity). The engineering challenge therefore is to make the collective energy
sinks higher than the energy demand. If this is successfully achieved, the overall rock ejection velocity is zero. However, individual blocks that are not retained may be ejected.
Even if the support system is effective and retains all broken rock, the initial displacement velocity or impact velocity of the rock and the support is not zero, but effective support slows the initial impact velocity vi to zero. A poorly
attached piece of rock or support (e.g., shotcrete), however, may be ejected by momentum transfer imparted by the
initial velocity. This impact velocity may be magnified by the mass ratio between the bursting mass and the ejected
mass (see Section 15.1.6.3). As a consequence, very high ejection velocities may be reported for strainbursts when small
individual blocks or parts of the support detach. It is for this reason that mesh-over-shotcrete is recommended for
strainburst-prone ground.
15.1.5.3 Seismically Triggered Strainbursts
A triggered strainburst is a mining-induced strainburst that is triggered by a minute dynamic disturbance from a
remote seismic event. Whereas the remote event is the primary seismic event and this event, colocated with the strainburst damage, is the secondary event, the related ground motion only triggers the strainburst (State 3 in Fig. 15.6), it
does not add any significant energy to the failure process. The remote event is the trigger; it is the proverbial “straw
that broke the camel’s back.” The damage is therefore not related to the intensity of the remote event, but is related to
the releasable energy as for the self-initiated strainbursts. If a remote seismic event provides dynamic stress pulses or
ground motion related accelerations, it is called a dynamically loaded strainburst (see Section 15.1.6.2).

15.1.6 Instability Caused by Dynamic Disturbance From Remote Seismic Events
There are several dynamic processes that can cause damage by the above described failure modes when the rock
mass is dynamically stressed or shaken. Once an excavation is vulnerable to failure, it becomes particularly sensitive to
dynamic disturbances, but the impact of dynamic processes differs, depending on the type of vulnerability. Hence,
each vulnerability type has to be examined within applicable dynamic loading frameworks.
15.1.6.1 Dynamic Stress Disturbance by Remote Energy Release
Dynamic Deepening of Depth of Failure
A seismic event or blast may add an increment of dynamic stress to the in situ and mining-induced stresses and thus
provide additional energy to the fracturing process.
The shear wave causes a dynamic stress pulse. This dynamic stress modifies the in situ state of stress by principal
stress increments Δσ d1 ¼ + cs ρPGVs and Δσ 3 d ¼ cs ρPGVs ,8 where cs is the propagation speed of the shear wave, ρ the
density of the rock, and PGVs the peak ground velocity of the shear wave. The PGVs causing this stress change is
presented in Fig. 15.19A for typical conditions encountered in hard rock mines. The corresponding far-field stress
change is obtained by multiplying these PGVs by cs ρ (e.g., a PGV ¼ 0.3 m/s would cause a principal stress change
of about 2.5 MPa). If this stress wave is of sufficiently low frequency (typically <10 Hz), it repeatedly loads the rock
mass surrounding an excavation, though with decreasing stress increments as the ground motion decays from its
peak value.
8

The principal stress difference is twice as large as the dynamic stress increment due to sign reversal. Since the ground motion from the p-wave is
normally much smaller than from the shear wave only the latter is considered here.
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FIG. 15.19 Anticipated ground motions and levels of dynamic stress induced by a shear wave from a remote seismic event under typical conditions showing: (A) anticipated PGVs, and (B) change in induced stress Δσ dmax near a circular opening. Modified from Kaiser, P. K., McCreath, D. R.,
Tannant, D. D. (1996). Canadian rockburst support handbook (314 p.). Sudbury: Mining Research Directorate.

As the stress wave passes an excavation, it alters the stress concentrations near the underground opening. For a
circular tunnel, the maximum dynamic stress concentration is:
Δσ d ¼ ncs ρPGVs

(15.4)

where n is a factor that depends on the incidence angle θ. For a wave vector normal to the tunnel axis, the angle θ is the
angle between the wave vector and the principal stress σ 1 in that plane:
n ¼ 4 cos ð2θÞ

(15.5)

The sign changes for a wave that is perpendicular to the tunnel and the major principal stress such that the range in n is
4 < n < + 4. Accordingly, the maximum dynamic stress increment range is described by:
Δσ d max ¼ 4cs ρPGVs

(15.6)

For example, a PGV ¼ 0.3 m/s would cause a change in maximum tangential stress near a circular opening of about
10 MPa. This change in maximum stress concentration is illustrated in Fig. 15.19B as a function of the event magnitude
and the distance from the source (ML ¼ local or Richter magnitude). Even for relatively small seismic event magnitudes
with a Richter magnitude 0.5 < ML < 1.5, a stress increase followed by a stress decrease of as much as 20 MPa can be
anticipated at the excavation wall. For large events (2.5 < ML < 3.5), stress pulses as high as 50 MPa may be encountered in the surface of drift walls near the source (or 10–20 MPa at 50–150 m from the source).
For waves arriving from noncritical orientations, the effect on the maximum stress is less pronounced, as n is a function of the wave incident angle (Eq. (15.5). For design purposes, the incidence angle cannot be predicted, and n ¼ 4 must
be used. However, when conducting forensic analyses or using numerical models, the incident angle is known and the
effect of directionality can be assessed.
For a shear wave, the maximum total (static plus dynamic) stress concentration temporarily is:
s + dÞ
σ ðmax
¼ 3σ 1  σ 3 + 4cs ρPGVs

(15.7)

and the minimum total (static plus dynamic) stress concentration temporarily drops to:
ðs + dÞ

σ min ¼ 3σ 3  σ 1 + 4cs ρPGVs

(15.8)

The dynamic stress change therefore can repeatedly deepen the failure zone at the location of maximum tangential
stress.
ðs + dÞ
By obtaining the dynamic stress level SLd for σ max and substituting it in Eq. (15.1), the effect of a critically oriented
dynamic stress wave on the depth of the fractured rock can be estimated (assuming here that subsequent dynamic
stress increments are minor and do not further deepen the depth of failure). This is illustrated in Fig. 15.20 for a particular case showing both extreme and mean depth of failure conditions. For example, at SL ¼ 0.6, the depth of failure of
about 25% of the tunnel radius a before dynamic loading (Point A) would increase to about 35% of a (Point B at
PGV ¼ 0.25 m/s) and to 45% of a (Point C at PGV ¼ 0.5 m/s) or about 65% of a (Point D at PGV ¼ 1 m/s) for high
ground motions. This approach can be used to generate site-specific charts to estimate the depth of failure due to
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dynamic loading from seismic sources. For mean conditions, the normalized depth of failure for this case would be
expected to increase only from about 6%–16% of the tunnel radius.
In areas with multiple seismic events a previous event may already have deepened the fractured rock zone (e.g., to
point C in Fig. 15.20) and a future seismic event may further enlarge the failure zone. Most importantly, the related
shaking may cause a shakedown of broken rock, or loosen it and impose an additional displacement demand on the
support by increased bulking.
Furthermore, the reverse pulse reduces the minimum stress concentration and may cause tensile tangential stresses,
facilitating shakedown or unraveling processes. For the conditions assumed for Fig. 15.21 with σ 1 ¼ 30 MPa and
σ 3 ¼ 15 MPa and a critical wave incident angle, temporary tensile conditions are to be expected when the ground
motion exceeds about 0.5 m/s.
In this manner, the impact of and the sensitivity to a dynamic disturbance in terms of stress pulses can be assessed
for excavations prone to gradual stress fracturing. The extreme and mean depth of failure after a dynamic disturbance
has hit an excavation serve as input for the selection of an acceptable bolt length, the anticipated weight of stressfractured ground, and the bulking deformation expected to impact the support.
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15.1.6.2 Dynamic Stress Causing Dynamically Loaded Strainbursts
If an excavation is prone to strainbursting (see Section 15.1.5) but is in a stable state (State 1 or 2 in Fig. 15.6A), the
dynamic stress increment (Eq. (15.6 and Fig. 15.19B) can be estimated, and it can be used to assess whether it is sufficient to change the state (to 3) and initiate a strainburst.
Because of the difference between a self-initiated or a triggered strainburst and a dynamically loaded strainburst,
the dynamic depth of failure may be enhanced by the stress pulse and thus increase the volume of violently failing
rock. Most of the energy, except in situations with very large events very close to the damage location, will still stem
from the strainburst itself. Whereas it is possible that the ground motion from a remote event might add some energy,
the primary effect is that the stress-fractured ground is temporarily accelerated and thus becomes prone to shakedown
and unraveling (if insufficiently retained and ineffectively supported).
The dynamic disturbance may also loosen the stress-fractured rock and increase the bulking factor. As a consequence, it is to be expected that the resulting displacements tend to be higher in dynamically loaded strainbursts.
Kaiser et al. (2010) indicated that the most critical location for strainbursting is not necessarily at the wall but at the
interface between stress-damaged and elastic ground (i.e., inside the supported rock mass arch). This was captured by
the numerical model in Fig. 15.15B and means that sudden rock mass bulking will occur at some distance from the wall
and that the stress-fractured rock near the excavation is being loaded “from behind.” Similarly, radially installed rock
bolts will be strained at some distance from the wall and will be loaded by differentially rock blocks movements “from
behind” (see Section 15.2.1.2 and Fig. 15.24). This strained internal to the reinforced rock arch must be taken into
account when selecting a support type and its length.
15.1.6.3 Dynamic Shaking Disturbance Causing Falls of Ground
The magnitude of the force F acting on a body of mass m that makes it move with an acceleration a equals the
product of the mass times the acceleration (F ¼ m  a). For sinusoidal-shaped waveforms, the peak particle acceleration
PGA is frequency dependent and can be related to the PGV by:
PGA ¼ 2πf PGV

(15.9)

where the frequency f ¼ v/l ¼ phase speed of the wave over wave length l.
The wavelength must be significantly longer than the extent of a potential rockfall to simultaneously and unidirectionally accelerate the entire volume of rock. Consequently, dominant frequencies on the order of 10–30 Hz
are most critical for potentially unstable wedges or volumes of well-retained broken rock and typical mine opening
dimensions.9 Based on the PGV and PGA data presented by Hedley (1992), Eq. (15.9) with frequencies on the order of
20–30 Hz provide a reasonable approximation for converting PGV to PGA. Hence Eq. (15.9) can be adopted as an
approximation for design purposes.
In stress-fractured ground with block sizes in the dm-range, however, higher frequencies ranging from 100 to
300 Hz can accelerate individual blocks or rock fragments, and thus higher frequency waves may initiate unraveling
processes if the broken rock is not well retained.
Based on these considerations, peak accelerations could be as high as 5–20  g. The highest values reported by
McGarr (1993) are in the order of 15  g. For large events (e.g., ML ¼ 1–3) and remote locations from the source
(R > 100 m), lower dominant frequencies would be expected, and the peak accelerations should be less and in the range
of 0.5–2  g. Near self-initiated or dynamically loaded strainbursts with co-located seismic sources of low magnitudes
(typically ML < 1) generating high frequency waves, very high accelerations can locally be expected.
Consequently, peak accelerations causing dynamic forces on the order of 0.5 to >20 times the force resulting from
gravity alone must be anticipated near seismic sources. This implies that extremely high load demands will be placed
on rock support components when such conditions are encountered. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to prevent the
triggering of rockfalls by artificial rock support.
By establishing the static safety margin after mining-induced stress changes, the vulnerability of an excavation to
damage by dynamic shaking can be assessed. A support can then be selected to survive the kinetic energy input by
ensuring that the support has sufficient energy dissipation capacity. As indicated earlier, by assessing the vulnerability
of an excavation to shakedown by use of the static safety margin FSs the influence of the variability in various input
parameters needs to be assessed separately.
9

At 100–300 Hz, blocks with dimensions of the excavation span (3–10 m) will be unidirectionally but not equally accelerated. Only at a much lower
frequency will the entire block be accelerated at the PGA.
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15.1.6.4 Remote Dynamic Disturbance Causing Rock Ejection
As discussed in Section 15.1.5, much of the energy released during a rockburst stems from the energy stored in the
rock mass surrounding a vulnerable excavation. This energy, if not controlled by effective support, will in part be available for rock ejection. In addition, momentum transfer may intensify rock ejection. The ejection velocity is therefore in
part related to the energy arriving from a remote seismic source.
According to classical mechanics, the kinetic energy of a nonrotating object10 of mass m traveling at a speed v is
Ek ¼ ½ mv2. The law of momentum conservation then relates the velocity of the ejected to that of the driving mass:
m 1 v1 2 ¼ m 2 v2 2 .
Whereas this relation is commonly used for energy demand calculations (including in Kaiser et al. (1996)), this
approach is seriously flawed for several reasons:
 It is assumed that the SM is zero; that is, all other energy sinks have been exhausted and the energy in the
ejected rock is directly and exclusively related to the seismic source energy.
 It is assumed that the velocity v1 is equal to the PGV multiplied by some factor n0 ranging from 2 to as high as 5.
This means that the calculated input energy m1 (n0 *PGV)2 can vary widely (4–25) depending on the assumed
velocity multiplier n0 .
The mass m1 is poorly defined, as it is the excavation wall that is the driving mass, and the mass m2 is highly
variable from typical block sizes down to small fragments or shards.
Consequently, the ejection velocity v2:

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m1 ν21
m1 ðn0 PGV Þ2
ν2 ¼
¼
m2
m2

(15.10)

is a highly unreliable design input parameter.
Energy calculations based on momentum transfer considerations using velocities derived in this manner are at best
qualitative indicators of energy demands from rock ejection because the calculated ejection velocity would possibly
range from 10 to >100-times the PGV. This would in most situations lead to unmanageable energy inputs for the
design.
In summary, for support selection, it is essential to assess the vulnerability of an excavation to failure, and it is vital
to consider all possible failure modes and energy sinks (including fracture energy, friction, heat, etc.).

15.2 SUPPORT SELECTION
Kaiser and Cai (2013), in a critical review of support design principles, listed key elements for the selection of effective and efficient support systems in burst-prone ground and discussed various deficiencies of commonly adopted
approaches. The chain in Fig. 15.22 summarizes four elements; many are covered in detail in Kaiser et al. (1996).
An updated Rockburst Support Reference Book (Cai & Kaiser, 2017) to be released in 2017, will expand on support
selection for strainbursting ground and recommend alternate design approaches, in particular deformation-based support design principles detailed in Section 15.2.3.2. It will also fully respect the issue of excavation vulnerability introduced in Section 15.1.
In this chapter, the author focuses primarily on the fourth element; that is, on the selection process for support components and support systems by balancing support demand and capacity. Because the demand strongly depends on
the vulnerability of an excavation to damage by static and dynamic disturbances and on the critical failure modes, it is
necessary to evaluate each possible failure mechanism separately and to ensure that the most critical scenario is covered by the selected support. This section is therefore structured to cover design aspects and criteria for each of the
three possible damage scenarios discussed in Section 15.1: (1) seismically induced falls of ground or shakedowns;
(2) static and dynamic stress fracturing; and (3) self-initiated or dynamically loaded strainbursts with or without
momentum transfer from remote seismic sources.
This basic engineering approach is adopted here despite the valid concerns expressed by Stacey (2016), indicating
that uncertainties in capacity and demand, particularly in demand, may introduce “design indeterminacy.” It is the
author’s view that due diligence requires that a conventional design process be followed, but with due respect for the
10

For a rotating rigid body, the kinetic energy is Ekr ¼ ½Iω2 with ω ¼ angular velocity and I ¼ moment of inertia.
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FIG. 15.22 Key elements for understanding dynamic rock
failure and guiding rockburst support design.
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high levels of uncertainty introduced when designing support for the burst-prone ground. There are many situations,
particularly in grounds with minor to intermediate burst severities, where both demands and capacities can be established, and ranges of variability can be assessed with sufficient confidence. Furthermore, much progress has been
made in recent years in understanding the stress-driven failure processes and thus in estimating the demands, particularly the displacement demand on support. Nevertheless, more than in any other field of engineering, risks beyond
those covered in a systematic design evaluation process have to be determined and covered as described by Stacey
(2016). It is for this reason that the title of this chapter uses the term “support selection” rather than “support design.”
Once the engineering evaluation has been completed, a prudent engineer will consider all other relevant aspects to
arrive at viable solutions.
Furthermore, as again pointed out by Stacey (2016), conventional rockbolts provide a small fraction of the capacity
required to balance the energy demand imposed by severe rockbursts. As will be discussed, even yielding bolts alone
may not provide enough energy dissipation capacity to contain severe rockburst damage. The self-supporting capacity
of the reinforced rock mass (i.e., the capacity of the entire integrated support system mobilizing the rock mass strength)
has to be activated to mitigate rockburst damage.
Finally, because support alone cannot prevent damage from severe rockbursts, the systematic engineering
approach also has to identify where severe conditions may exist (i.e., where the excavations are most vulnerable),
and other means have to be deployed to mitigate rockburst damage. Whereas it is essential to consider both the
support’s effectiveness (to maintain a desired safety margin) and its efficiency (to optimize excavation advance
and minimize costs, including rehabilitation costs), this chapter focuses on the former: the selection of effective support systems. Also, because of page limitations, the complex topic of support selection following systematic engineering approaches is treated in a qualitative manner. However, reference is made to previously published works
that provide guidance on how to quantify design inputs (e.g., how to estimate displacement demands from rock
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mass bulking (Kaiser, 2016), and the “Rockburst Support Reference Book” (Cai & Kaiser, 2017) (to be published in
2017) will allow the reader to follow the approach described in the following sections in a quantitative manner.

15.2.1 Review of Support Selection Rationale for Static Support Demands
Before dealing with the impact of dynamic disturbances, it is necessary to establish the excavation vulnerability and
thus the safety margin under static loading conditions. As for most geomechanics engineering challenges, the design
involves comparing demands and capacities as defined by the factor of safety (FS ¼ (capacity/demand)) or by the
safety margin (SM ¼ (capacity  demand)/capacity) concepts or by the probability of failure. Most importantly, the
variability in these indicators of vulnerability has to be established (e.g., as discussed in Section 15.1.3.4, where it
was shown that a CFS ¼ 1.28 still implied a substantial probability of failure by shakedown). For the behavior modes
presented in the excavation stability matrix (Fig. 15.1), there are basically three sources of demand depending on the
anticipated failure process: forces, energy and displacements.
15.2.1.1 Static Factor of Safety as Indicator of Vulnerability
Force Equilibrium
For excavations vulnerable to gravity-driven failures, the support capacity is established by multiplying the anticipated gravitational demand by an acceptable load factor, such as a factor of safety FSLoad in terms of forces or loads:
Support load capacity
Load demand


or SMLoad ¼ Holding capacity  load demand =Holding capacity:
FSLoad ¼

(15.11)

The load demand is largely controlled by the geometry of the failing rock volume, including the volume of retained
stress-fractured rock, and the load capacity is the tensile strength of well-anchored bolts or cables. By applying such
load-based relations, it is implicitly assumed that the demand and capacity are independent of strain or deformation. It
is also assumed that force equilibrium alone suffices as a design criterion. This certainly is suitable to assess conditions
before failure is initiated and to define the margin that needs to be overcome to trigger failure; that is, to assess the
trigger limit.
Once a mass of rock is freed and starts to move, potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, and the falling
mass accelerates. This energy needs to be dissipated by the support system. For support design in static loading
conditions, it is assumed that the support’s capacity is sufficient to prevent any significant movement. Strictly speaking, however, the support has to be deformed in an elastic or elastoplastic manner until a new force equilibrium is
reached. In other words, once failure is triggered, collapse occurs unless the support can dissipate the potential energy
of the unstable, falling rock mass.
Energy Equilibrium
It is therefore appropriate, even in static loading situations, to consider a support’s energy dissipation capacity; this
energy capacity is established by multiplying the anticipated energy demand by an acceptable FSEnergy:
FSEnergy ¼

Support energy capacity
Energy demand

(15.12)



or SMEnergy ¼ Energy dissipation capacity  Kinetic energy demand =Energy dissipation capacity:
The displacement required to dissipate the energy of the falling mass depends on the static factor of safety and the
impact velocity of the falling mass (Eq. 15.3 or Kaiser et al. (1996)). Under static loading conditions without an initial
ground velocity, such energy equilibrium is easily established with negligible displacement (in submillimeter range) if
the static factor of safety FSs > 1. Even if failure is triggered, collapse of an excavation does not occur, and the velocity of
the falling mass is rapidly arrested.
Displacement Equilibrium
For excavations vulnerable to large deformation, the support displacement capacity is established by multiplying
the anticipated displacement demand by an acceptable displacement factor or FSDispl:
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Support displacement capacity
(15.13)
Displacement demand

 

or SMDisp ¼ Allowable displacement capacity  displacement demand = Allowable displacement capacity :
FSDispl ¼

The displacement demand consists of elastic and plastic displacements. In stress-fractured ground, the displacement
demand is enlarged by geometric bulking of the fragmented ground between the excavation wall and the depth of
failure df. The depth of failure and the bulking characteristics of the broken rock mass define this extra
displacement demand.
The radial deformation in a volume of stress-fractured rock is driven and controlled by the tangential deformation or tangential strain imposed on the rock in the wall (Kaiser, 2016) and Fig. 15.4 (1)). In response to bulking, the
tangential strain is magnified, and this will impose elevated radial strains on the support components (bolts and
mesh or shotcrete). Magnifications of three to five have been observed in mining at high extraction ratios or
cave loads.
The failure strain in the bolt, over a given yield length, theoretically define the support’s displacement capacity.
However, the length over which a bolt is actually yielding (the actual yield length) can vary widely depending on
the bolt type and its bonding or debonding characteristics. Hence, a characteristic or representative yield length
has to be defined (Cai & Kaiser, 2017) for each bolt type to establish the displacement capacity and thus the FSDispl.
Furthermore, identical bolts that simultaneously yield at several locations their length have more displacement capacity than when yield is localized.
For rock and support deforming in a perfectly plastic manner (i.e., at a constant load), energy and displacement
equilibrium is congruent (i.e., FSDispl ¼ FSEnergy).

15.2.1.2 How Does Stress-Fractured Rock Load the Support?
Stress-fractured rock, if well retained, can behave like a coherent mass of rock and load support in the same
manner as rock wedges. However, whereas the displacement profile in an intact wedge is essentially elastic, geometric bulking causes relatively large, nonelastic, and partially reversible displacements along rock bolts. This is
typically reflected in a rapid change in the gradient of the radial displacement profiles recorded by extensometers.
As the depth of failure propagates, the transition point (red circle in Fig. 15.23) from elastic to bulking behavior
moves away from the excavation wall as illustrated schematically by Fig. 15.23. As a consequence, radial support
components (bolts) experience a rapid change in straining at the front of the stress-fractured zone. A bolt is therefore not just loaded at the plate, but it is pushed at different displacement increments from the back toward the bolt
head as illustrated by Fig. 15.24A.
FIG. 15.23 Schematic illustration of change in displacement profile
caused by deepening of zone of stress-fractured rock from <1 m to
2 m; zones inside colored contours identify areas of high-stress fracturing or spalling potential (Kaiser et al., 2010); increasing potential from
the edge to the centre of contoured areas.
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FIG. 15.24 (A) Bolt loading process and
(B) examples of simulated extensometer profiles
for three tangential strain levels. At 1% and 2%
tangential strains, the corresponding average
linear bulking factors are 2% and 5%. Note: rapid
change in BF at depth of failure (1.5 m in
this case).
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Contrary to common held views of bolt behavior, a bolt is not exclusively pulled out of the ground by a force
applied by the retention system at the plate. In bulking ground, bolts are also pushed out, as illustrated in
Fig. 15.24A, because of relative movements reflected in the simulated extensometer profiles of Fig. 15.24B. With
increasing tangential straining of the wall, bulking of fractured rock causes increasing radial displacement (strain)
and, if bonded to the rock, bolts are increasingly but irregularly strained over the entire length, not just near the plate.
However, the bulking displacement is most severe between bolts, particularly if the bolts are widely spaced, and this
can create substantial loading of the bolt heads/plates via the retention system, particularly if the bulking is not
controlled by dense bolting.
As explain by Kaiser et al. (2010), a strainburst may occur in a supported tunnel at some distance from the wall (e.g.,
between 1 and 2 m, as highlighted by the hot colored zones in Fig. 15.23). If this is the case, the displacement profile will
suddenly jump from the light to the heavy red profile due to the sudden bulking between 1 and 2 m from the wall. Bolts
installed before stress fracturing (or strain bursting) will experience this (sudden) change in radial strain profile, causing deep-seated displacement loading as illustrated by Fig. 15.24A (for dynamic response see Section 15.2.2).
Fig. 15.24B illustrates the change in the displacement profile as the wall is tangentially strained, highlighting localized
jumps in radial displacement (or strain) and a rapid change in displacement gradient at the transition from elastic to
bulking behavior (at about 1.4 m in this case).
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FIG. 15.25

(A) Pillar wall model (UDEC Voronoi) showing horizontal stresses and rock mass deformation (bulking); and (B) stress-strain curve
for tangentially loaded pillar wall model (lower 3 graphs for weak blocks and upper 3 graphs for strong blocks; (1) unsupported, (2) surface pressure
only at 0.1 MPa, and (3) with tight bolting pattern at 1 m spacing).

15.2.1.3 Self-Supporting Capacity of Reinforced Stress-Fractured Rock Arch
By resisting the radial strain, the ability of a reinforced rock mass to resist tangential stresses or loads is increased.
This is demonstrated by the results of our UDEC simulations11 presented in Fig. 15.25:
(a) showing the damage and horizontal stress pattern for an unconfined (left image) and a heavily reinforced wall with
tight bolting at 1 m spacing (right image); typical hour glassing with rock mass bulking is observed for the
unconfined model on the left; and
(b) showing the corresponding tangential stress versus strain profiles for two rock mass types (with weak and other
with strong but breakable rock blocks) and three support conditions (unsupported, 0.1 MPa surface pressure
only (not shown), and with tight bolting at 1 m spacing (not shown)).
For the chosen model parameters and block geometry, the reinforced, brittle rock mass provides a rather ductile
resistance in the tangential direction. The surface confinement and the reinforcement by rock bolts increase the overall
tangential load-bearing capacity by about 10%–20%. The reinforced rock mass can therefore maintain tangential “support” pressures at relatively large (>2%) tangential strains. This is at first sight somewhat surprising, as models of
brittle reinforced rock masses tend to exhibit more rapid postpeak strength loss. The ductility of the entire reinforced
rock mass volume, demonstrated by Fig. 15.25, is a result of stress arching against the stable pillar core. The rock inside
the hour-glassing pattern near the pillar walls, however, loses some of its capacity (showing more brittle postpeak
behavior) and sheds stress toward the pillar core.
The area under these curves represents the energy dissipated during tangential loading of the reinforced, stressfractured rock in the wall of the excavation. For the strong rock blocks (black curves) and up to 1% tangential strain
(e.g., 50 mm roof sag in a 5-m high tunnel), the energy capacity increases by 7% and 18% from the unsupported base
case, if supported by surface pressure only or if heavy bolting support, respectively. The impact of the support is slightly
higher for the weaker rock blocks (red curves). In other words, the support consumes at best 25% of the total energy
dissipated by tangential straining of the reinforced rock mass. This is highly relevant when considering strainbursting
11

This model is intended to simulate the reinforced rock mass in the wall of an otherwise stable pillar. Hence the boundary condition on the right side
is represented by rollers (preventing movement toward the pillar core). The rock mass is simulated with breakable Voronoi.
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FIG. 15.26 Average horizontal stress in central portion
(30%–70% of height) for model with strong rock and tightly
bolting and with shotcrete providing 0.1 MPa support pressure; shown at three distances from the wall and for four tangential strain levels (0.5% to 2% from left to right).
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conditions, as it is the tangential strain that fails the rock in a dynamic manner during a strainburst (see Section 15.2.2.1).
The energy that would be dissipated by the rock mass during a strainburst is substantial (75% in this case). Because the
reinforced rock mass also reduces the tangential strain, it will help to reduce the strainburst severity SBS. In addition to
increasing the tangential load bearing and energy capacities, bolting of stress fractured rock creates a deformable reinforced rock mass that, if well connected to a deformable retaining system, prevents unraveling of the fractured rock.
Furthermore, a well-reinforced rock mass, even when stress fractured, can provide more confinement to the surrounding ground than any economical support system could ever provide. This is illustrated by Fig. 15.26 showing
the average horizontal stress in the model of Fig. 15.25 at four tangential straining levels (0.5%–2% tangential strain)
and three locations (2, 2.5, and 3.5 m from the wall; bolt length is 2.4 m). Inside the bolted zone the average horizontal
stress or confinement is between 6 and 10 MPa; just behind the bolts at 2.5 m it is between 2.5 and 5 MPa and beyond; in
the stress-arching zone, it increases rapidly to >10 MPa. The reinforced rock mass provides not only tangential resitance, but also substantial radial resistance, as long as its integrity of the supported rock mass is maintained.

15.2.2 Support Selection Rationale With Dynamic Support Demands
In burst-prone ground, three distinct mechanisms are involved in causing damage to excavations during rockbursts
(Kaiser & Cai, 2013); see Fig. 15.4). In order of priority or frequency of occurrence, these mechanisms are:
 sudden volume expansion or violent bulking of the rock mass near an excavation due to stress-driven fracturing
(Fig. 15.4 (3)). The significance of this dynamic bulking process caused by tangential loading and tangential
straining is often not recognized, even though it is now evident that it accounts for a substantial number, if not the
majority, of support damage cases observed in strainbursts
 rockfalls (or shakedowns; Fig. 15.4 (3)) triggered or dynamically loaded by seismic shaking constitute the second
most common type of damage in burst-prone mines
 ejection of rock caused by one of two fundamentally different processes (Fig. 15.4 (4)): (a) momentum transfer
between blocks of rock, and (b) wave energy transfer from a large remote seismic event to fractured rock near a
highly stressed excavation.
The first mechanism is driven by excessive quasistatic stress and sudden rock mass bulking, the second by the acceleration of relaxed ground, and the third by stress wave action. Therefore identification of the predominant rockburst
damage mechanisms forms a fundamental aspect of support design. When selecting support, each mechanism is to
be considered separately and in combination, as the drivers and the consequences may differ. Here the author primarily
focuses on the first mechanism. For the other two, the reader is referred to Kaiser et al. (1996)) and Cai and Kaiser (2017).
Deep violent bursts of the first kind, called facebursts, have been observed in South African mines, and the high
amounts of energy release can be attributed to two factors. First, the loading system of a pillar in a reef with constant
overburden weight is rather soft (compared to other mining situations and geometries) and, second, stress pulses from
nearby shear ruptures in the pillars of the advancing mining face promote heavily loaded strainbursting.
Dynamic disturbances in the form of stress pulses may deepen the depth of failure (Fig. 15.20) and thus reduce the
safety margin SM, rendering excavations more vulnerable. Hence, the first step in establishing the dynamic support
demand is to assess the SM after dynamic loading (providing a revised, reduced static FSds after dynamic stress
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damage). Similarly, during a strainburst of previously stress-fractured but stable ground, the depth of failure is suddenly increased. This deepening of the fracture zone increases the vulnerability by decreasing the static FSs to FSds . It
also creates a sudden radial displacement demand due to bulking (see Section 15.2.1.2).
Next, as is common practice in civil engineering, an acceleration increment that is related to the magnitude of the
dynamic disturbance can be added to the gravitational acceleration to assess the impact of the dynamic disturbance.
Considering the directionality of the dynamic acceleration increment, gravity is enhanced in the back, reduced in the
floor, and combines to form inclined acceleration vectors in the walls. This increases the load or energy demand on the
support in the back and walls.
If energy is transferred between the rock mass and stress-fractured rock near an excavation, the ground motions at
the transition between stable and fractured ground matters. Wang and Cai (2016) concluded, from numerical models
with incident wave frequencies ranging from 10 to 100 Hz and wave vectors aimed directly at the excavation, that the
ground motion amplification due geometric factors could be as high as 3 to 4.8 near the excavation boundary. A close
examination suggests that the amplification is 2 for low frequency waves and that the highest amplifications are only
reached locally with high frequency waves. Mendecki (2017, personal communication) calculated amplification factors
for PGV measurements at the surface of the excavation and at 10 m from the excavation. They found amplifications
within 10 m from the excavation ranging from 3.0 to 5.5 at frequencies of 100 and 200 Hz, respectively, for an event
with log (potency P) ¼ 1.0 or ML  1.6 at 55.5 m. There was no amplification on the surface of the excavation for frequencies below 50 Hz. The lowest recorded amplification between 20 and 30 Hz was 0.6 (compared to 0.82 predicted
by 1/R scaling). The impact of source mechanisms and radiation pattern is unknown for this case. In summary, for a
wide frequency range to 100 Hz it is reasonable to assume that the ground motion amplification due geometric factors
can range from 2 to locally as high as 5.
If this ground motion is transferred to loose rock, there will be a further magnification of the velocity depending on
the mass ratio. Stacey (2016) reports that ejection velocities of 10 m/s are not uncommon and refers to reports of ejection velocities as high as 55 m/s (Ortlepp, 1994). These high reported ejection velocities, however, are frequently only
related to fragments with rather small masses (and thus of relatively low energy content; they are certainly not applicable to the entire support system).12
15.2.2.1 Excavation Damage Involving Dynamic Stress Fracturing Near an Excavation
As the fracture zone is suddenly deepened, energy is released at the strainburst source location, and stress fracturing
leads to sudden bulking deformations inside the (supported) rock mass. Fig. 15.27 shows the driving tangential force F
and the resulting bulking displacement δ.
FIG. 15.27 Forces acting on a volume of burst-prone rock
and direction of resulting bulking displacement δ.
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For a mass ratio of 1000 (1 m3 to 1 dm3), the velocity ratio is 32; thus an ejection velocity of 10–55 m/s could be generated by an amplified PGV of
0.3–1.72 m/s and, if magnification is 3.4, by PGV ¼ 0.1–0.5 m/s.
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This displacement inside the burst volume increases the wall displacement and displacement rate. It therefore
increases the damage potential by generating a local, radial “push displacement δ,” and thus a local velocity source
(not to be confused with PGV). In other words, the displacement velocity is mostly related to the fracture speed of the
burst volume and may not at all be related to the energy from a remote seismic source. If the support is not effective and
the fractured rock is not retained, the ejection velocity is primarily related to the fracture speed of the burst volume and
the volume change in the burst volume, not necessarily to the PGV. For example, if a 1-m deep zone of rock fails
and bulks by BF ¼ 5%, a radial displacement of 50 mm is suddenly imposed at the inner edge of the burst volume,
causing a displacement velocity internal to the rock mass of 0.05/Δt (m/s) with Δt being the fracture time. The fracture
time and the bulking factor will be influence by the effectiveness of the support. If Δt is between 1 and 1/10 s, the
corresponding displacement rates will be 0.05–0.5 m/s, respectively.
If unsupported or poorly retained, the stress-fractured rock between the burst volume and the tunnel wall will be
ejected at the same or a higher velocity depending on the mass ratio during momentum transfer. Alternatively, if well
retained, the stress-fractured rock between the burst volume and the tunnel wall may be compressed and the velocity
pulse is dampened. Even though the fracture time Δt is unknown, this example illustrates the process of rock ejection
during strainbursting and demonstrates that high-ejection velocities can be attributed to local stress fracturing rather
than ejection caused by ground motions from remote seismic sources.
The common assumption that observed ejection velocities are directly and exclusively related to the energy of a
remote source (and thus can be related to the PGV) is untenable because:
 the vulnerability is implicitly assumed to be high or the SM is assumed to be zero
 other releasable energy sources are ignored (e.g., the effect of the LSS on strainburst energy and related
simultaneous or sequential energy releases are ignored)
 sudden bulking deformations are not accounted for
 radiation patterns are implicitly assumed to be spherical
 energy sinks other than support system energy dissipation are ignored (i.e., it is implied that the support alone has
to dissipate the entire energy demand).
From a support selection perspective, therefore, support selection is not exclusively a question of balancing energy
inputs and capacities, but primarily a question of surviving sudden localized straining of the support components. In
other words, support selection becomes a question of balancing displacement inputs and capacities.
Most importantly, as indicated above, if a support system is to be effective, it has to reduce the initial or impact
velocity to zero (with no rock ejection). This initial ground motion vi, generated by any of the above mentioned
dynamic disturbances, has to be reduced to zero by the cumulative energy consumption of the failing, reinforced rock
mass and the installed support. Hence we have to ask:
How is Energy Dissipated in a Reinforced Drift Wall?
First, the sources of energy have to be considered before answering this question:
 During a strainburst the primary energy input stems from the tangential and, to a minor extent, from the radial
straining of the rock immediately behind the wall. This energy is related to the displacement potential or the loading
system stiffness LSS. The location of this energy release is colocated with the failing rock volume (i.e., the core of the
rockburst damage; the burst volume). This introduces the above-described, often dominating, sudden volume
increase due to bulking of the strainbursting rock volume. A deformation-based support design approach,
therefore, seems more suitable to assess the (displacement) capacity of a support system than an energy-based
approach because the damage causing energy is transferred to the support via bulking strains (see Sections 15.2.1.2
and 15.2.3).
 If a remote seismic event transmits energy through the ground, part of this energy can add a radial acceleration a
(increasing the gravitational acceleration g to g + a if the vectors are aligned) or energy by momentum transfer
(E ¼ ½ mv2). As discussed above, for the latter it is difficult if not impossible to establish the velocity v, as it is rarely
directly related to the PGV. Furthermore, the directionality is difficult to assess, and it is thus commonly assumed
that the entire energy is available for radial ejection (an assumption that can lead to excessive energy inputs as
tangential velocity or acceleration components do not contribute to ejection).
These possible mechanisms have to be considered when assessing how energy is dissipated. Furthermore, because
the goal of support design is to arrive at an effective support system with a zero ultimate velocity and a remnant static
FSds > 1 (after the event), the energy dissipation question has to be addressed within the framework of a successfully
reinforced and well-retained rock mass (i.e., by assuming that the designed support system will be effective). The fact
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that many installed support systems are ineffective and thus fail and display rock ejection, or that the demand may
exceed the capacity causing collapse and ejection, is not a credible basis for design.
Energy Dissipation From a Strainburst
The tangential forces drop when a burst volume (Fig. 15.27) fails, but these forces do not drop to zero if the burst
volume is effectively supported. The reinforced volume of rock has some postfailure tangential load bearing capacity,
called postpeak strength of the fractured, reinforced rock mass PPSfrm, as illustrated by Fig. 15.25B. For example, if the
rock mass strength (UCSrm) for the strong rock model is 120 MPa before a burst, the stress drops by 40–50 MPa
(120  (70–80)) depending on the support’s effectiveness. If the depth of failure is deepened by 1 m, the force F
(Fig. 15.28A) on this 1-m deep rock volume will drop by ΔF ¼ 40 MN from 120 to 80 MN.
If the integrity of a reinforced rock mass in the excavation wall is to be maintained, the work done by the tractions (F)
at the boundary of the bursting volume has to be dissipated inside the deformed volume consisting of the reinforced
and retained rock mass in the burst volume and between the burst volume and the excavation wall. This work depends
on the LSS as it controls the tangential deformation. By reference to Fig. 15.28A, the released kinetic energy (described
by area E1) must be consumed by the support (described by area E2). If E1 ¼ 0, then the support will deform to Point A,
and the area under the support curve to this point is used to resist the postpeak ground deformation. Furthermore, if
the PPSfrm is very high, E1 is small, and a new equilibrium is achieved after little support deformation (not shown).
There is a critical condition for reaching equilibrium; that is, when E1 ¼ E2, as illustrated by Fig. 15.28A. At this critical
PPSfrm, there is no energy deficit, and equilibrium is established at δ*, which is defined by LSS, F, and the postpeak
strength drop ΔF. It can be shown that this critical equilibrium is reached, for a linear postpeak force-displacement
FIG. 15.28 Schematic energy balance illustration: (A) critical equilibrium between releasable energy and energy dissipated in reinforced rock mass at δ* without dynamic overshoot, and (B) ultimate
state at δdult if the reinforced rock is too weak to reach equilibrium without dynamic overshoot.
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curve and for a perfectly plastic force-displacement curve for the reinforced rock as illustrated in Fig. 15.28, if the
PPSfrm ¼ F/3 or one-third of the peak strength of the reinforced rock mass before the burst. The displacement rate
or velocity will drop to zero at this critical displacement δ*.
If the PPSfrm is lower than the critical value (F/3 for this case), there is excess kinetic energy available and there will
be an “overshoot” in displacement before equilibrium can be established (Fig. 15.28B). Because E1 ¼ (E1a + E1b) > E2a the
displacement velocity will not be zero at δ*, but will continue to decelerate until it drops to zero at δdult when
E2a + E2b ¼ E1. This causes an “overshoot” from δ* to δdult. It can be shown for the assumed simplified rockmass characteristics (linear post peak behavior) that δdult increases rapidly if the strength drop ΔF is >2 F/3 or if the PPSfrm is less
than F/3 for this case.
From these considerations, it follows that a prudent design approach or design rule is to select support systems that
can maintain sufficient wall-parallel postpeak rock mass strength (for the approximation illustrated by Fig. 15.28, the
PPSfrm would have to be maintained at >F/3 if δ* is equal to the allowable displacement).
Such energy balance considerations alone, however, are not sufficient to establish whether a support system can
arrest displacements at an allowable displacement limit δall. The displacement required for energy equilibrium δdult
(blue curve
in Fig. 15.29)

 does not account for the volume increase due to stress fracturing and a displacement increment ΔδBF ¼ Δdf  BF has to be added
 to (resulting
 in the red curve in Fig. 15.29 for 5% bulking of a 1-m deep burst
volume). The combined displacement δdult + ΔδBF has to be less than the allowable δall. Otherwise, excessive displacements will damage the support and possibly lead to excavation collapse with rock falls or rock ejection. The ultimate
dynamic displacement, presented in Fig. 15.29 for the conditions described by Fig. 15.28 and those listed in the caption
of Fig. 15.29, increases rapidly as the tangential support capacity of the reinforced rock mass drops below its critical
PPSfrm limit (40 MN for this case). At relatively high PPSfrm, the bulking deformation dominates; at PPSfrm ¼ 20 MN, or
F/6 for this case, the energy driven displacement equals the bulking displacement (50 mm each), and at lower PPSfrmvalues, the energy component dominates. For an allowable displacement δall ¼ 250 mm, a PPSfrm ¼ 5 MN has to be
maintained for this case. With a safety margin displacement margin of 100 mm to account for possible variability
in depth of failure and bulking, the PPSfrm would have to be double or 10 MN (or 10 MPa).
The practical implications from these considerations are:
 an effective support system has to create a deformable reinforced rock wall that can provide and maintain a
substantial tangential resistance capacity.
 if a support system is effective in balancing energy releases, it has to minimize the bulking in the strainbursting rock
mass volume to minimize displacements and strains imposed on the rock reinforcement and the retaining system.
 only if a support system is ineffective and cannot provide sufficient tangential resistance will the energy
component become dominant and eventually excessive. The wall displacements will increase exponentially and
may deform at a high rate, causing rock ejection.

FIG. 15.29 Postpeak wall displacements considering energy
balance alone (left curve for δdult) or in combination with a sudden
bulking expansion (right curve for δdult + bulking). Assumptions:
strainburst of 1 m of rock bulking at 5% in a rock mass with
120 MN/m2 capacity before burst and a variable PPSfrm ranging
from 40 to 0 MN/m2; the loading system is assumed to be soft
with LSS ¼ 4 GN/m).
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It is for this reason that deformation-based support design principles have to be adopted for the selection of burstresistant support systems. In this manner, conditions that lead to rock ejection and excavation collapse can be prevented. It is also evident that superior rock retention is a prerequisite to ensure the integrity of the reinforced rock
mass and provide tangential resistance. Unfortunately, many rock support systems used in burst-prone mines have
insufficient surface retention capacity, i.e., the retention system is the weakest link, rendering the entire support system
vulnerable to rockburst damage (Cai & Champaigne, 2009; Cai, 2013).
By the approach introduced above, all deformation sources causing support damage as well as all energy sinks are
considered such that the initial rock mass displacement or impact velocity vi drops steadily until the ultimate velocity is
zero; that is, there is no ejection or the ejection velocity vej is zero. To achieve an acceptable safety margin, a displacement factor of safety is to be applied to arrive at an allowable displacement to survive sudden and deep-seated bulking.
15.2.2.2 Displacement Management During Dynamic Failure Processes
The maximum displacement capacity of an individual bolt δmax may not be a realistic design parameter as
operational or material performance constraints may justify adherence to smaller, allowable displacements δall. For
example, a yielding bolt may have a maximum displacement capacity of 700–800 mm with an energy capacity of
40–50 kJ (e.g., Yield-Lok; Fig. 15.30) but the support system with a shotcrete arch can only tolerate much smaller displacement (e.g., 100 mm) or operations will be disrupted if convergence between bolts exceeds 300 mm. The design
limit therefore may not be δmax, but an allowable displacement (e.g., δall ¼ 100–300 mm), with a much lower energy
dissipation capacity (e.g., about two-thirds at about 30 kJ for Yield-Lok; Fig. 15.30A). Even a D-bolt that derives its
capacity from steel stretch may have less than one-third of the maximum capacity if δall is 100 mm. Figures or tables
listing the maximum energy or displacement capacity can therefore be highly misleading as the associated displacement limits are not practical or not allowable. It is unlikely that all support components will be able to retain their full
capacity at the listed maximum displacement capacities δmax.
Similarly, the energy dissipation capacity of retention systems at allowable displacement limits may be much less
than the quoted maximum displacement and energy absorption capacity (Fig. 15.30B).
Most importantly, a lack of displacement compatibility between individual support components (i.e., between holding and retaining systems) can drastically lower the available energy dissipation capacity of a support system. It follows that individual and cumulative ultimate energy capacities can rarely be relied upon, and that the support
selection has to be based on allowable displacement constraints and corresponding energy capacities that can be mobilized at these allowable displacements. For example, when D-bolts are used in connection with a stiff shotcrete arch
(e.g., with an assumed δall ¼ 100 mm before the shear capacity of the shotcrete arch is reached), the D-bolt can only
dissipate about 20 kJ or 30% of its quoted ultimate energy capacity (60 kJ) by the time the shotcrete arch fails and
the retention capacity is compromised.
In summary, whereas energy considerations need to be respected and yielding bolts are required to manage stressfractured rock in bursting ground, displacement limits may significantly constrain the usable energy capacities of individual support components.
It can be concluded from Fig. 15.30 that practical energy dissipation capacities (i.e., capacities at practical, allowable
displacements) range from 10 to 20 kJ for deformable retaining components and 20–30 kJ for yielding holding components. Higher maximum capacities (as high as 60 kJ) are suggested by the data in Fig. 15.30A for D-bolts at
δall ¼ 300 mm. Such values, however, are only applicable if the bolts are uniformly strained and no localization occurs.
If a support system utilizes stiff support components (e.g., stiff shotcrete arches or concreted steel sets, the lower values
of the above quoted ranges apply, even for the D-bolt.
All these issues have to be addressed when selecting deformation-compatible support systems. It follows from the
above considerations that the maximum practical energy dissipation limit (called maximum practical support limit or
MPSL in (Kaiser et al., 1996)) for economic bolting patterns (grid spacing 1  1 m) in a burst-resistant support systems
is on the order of 50 kJ/m2. This confirms the MPSL proposed by Kaiser et al. (1996). It then follows that other means
have to be found to mitigate rockburst damage when the energy demand exceeds this limit.
Managing Excessive Strainburst Energy Release
If a support system with the MPSL or a support system cannot provide a sufficient postpeak strength PPSfrm to
control displacements and energy releases, it is necessary to find measures to reduce the releasable energy rather than
to dissipate the released energy.
In strainburst-prone situations, this means that the loading system stiffness LSS has to be kept below a critical value
(see Fig. 15.18 and Section 15.1.5.1). If the loading system stiffness is too low (too soft) for whatever reason, support
alone cannot be used to mitigate rockburst damage.
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FIG. 15.30 (A) Dynamic bolt test results after a single impact and (B) retention system test results: dashed red zone for an allowable displacement

δall ¼ 300 mm and full red area for δall ¼ 100 mm. (A) Modified from Doucet, C., Voyzelle, B. (2012). Technical information data sheet on testing of ground
support. CANMET report May 29, (37 p.). (B) Modified from Stacey, T. R. (2016). Addressing the consequences of dynamic rock failure in underground excavations. Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering, 49(10), 4091–4101. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

15.2.3 Deformation-Based Support Design
Kaiser et al. (1996) discussed in detail various support selection issues encountered when advancing excavations in
virgin ground and when impacted by mining-induced stress changes. Some of the key points are summarized here in a
qualitative manner and with respect to excavations affected by stress fracturing. Guidance on how to quantify design
inputs can be found in the various documents referenced throughout and will be presented in Cai and Kaiser (2017).
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FIG. 15.31 Ground reaction curve showing convergence or wall displacement versus support pressure for a given set of engineering parameters; GRC
set on left: elastic, plastic, and bulking ground for tunnel advance in virgin ground; GRC set on right: same
but after mining-induced stress increase; yielding
support with a high-yield capacity of 0.3 MPa is also
shown (Kaiser, 2016).
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Rabcewicz (1969) first introduced the rock-support interaction concept or ground reaction curve (GRC) for yielding
ground. For stress-fractured ground, however, this concept has to be expanded to account for rock mass bulking.
When rock is excavated during the advance of a tunnel, elastic and nonelastic displacements increase as the tunnel
face advances. This is illustrated in Fig. 15.31 by three (blue) ground reaction curves showing tunnel wall displacements as a function of a fictitious internal (support) pressure for elastic (dotted), plastic (dashed), and plastic plus bulking (continuous line) ground. If supported by a ductile support system providing 0.3 MPa confining pressure, the
equilibrium for plastic ground without bulking would be reached after 5 mm total displacement and with bulking
after 14 mm of total displacement (25 mm without support). With bulking, the displacement experienced by the support would be about five times larger than that without bulking; that is, bulking may dominate the support behavior
and a support in bulking ground should be selected using deformation-based design principles including the effect of
geometric bulking.
Mining-induced stress changes can cause an expansion of the yield zone surrounding a tunnel with a related change
in confinement (σ 3). As a result, the tunnel and the rock mass surrounding the tunnel are further deformed (after excavation), causing a shift of the GRC to the right as illustrated in Fig. 15.31 (three black curves shown for double the in situ
stress or 54 MPa). If the support was installed at the face while tunneling at 27 MPa field stress (blue curves), an additional 7 mm of displacement (shift of blue to black GRCs) is imposed due to loading to 54 MPa. The total displacement
imposed on the support increases to 14 and 31 mm without and with bulking, respectively. The red double-sided
arrow in Fig. 15.31 indicates the total bulking related displacements (26 mm) imposed on the support due to the tunnel
advance and this doubling of the field stress.
These ground reaction curves reveal the most important and often ignored fact that may dominate a support design;
that is, mining-induced stress changes may add substantial displacements to those experienced during the drift
advance, particularly if the ground is fracturing and prone to bulking. This reinforces the earlier conclusion that bulking deformations may dominate the support behavior, and that support in a bulking ground should be selected
considering deformation-based design principles. Stiff and brittle support rings of limited capacity, if installed before
the mining-induced bulking occurs, may suddenly fail due to bulking of stress-fractured ground behind the support. A
stiff support system may “burst,” even if the rock mass is not loaded by a dynamic disturbance.
These considerations have two practical consequences:
 The rock mass bulking behavior during tunnel advance is not representative of the future behavior during mining,
and, as a consequence, the support performance during tunnel advance is rarely representative of its behavior
during future mining.
 The support should be designed to minimize the bulking process and thus the bulking; for example, by minimizing
displacements after the installation of the support.
The later requires two actions:
 Reinforcement and retention of the broken rock such that it cannot bulk easily.
 Control of the straining of the broken rock by minimizing the tangential strain in the wall that drives the bulking
process.
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Most numerical models are based on conventional failure criteria with peak and residual strengths using elasticplastic or elastic-brittle-plastic postpeak constitutive laws. These models are typically not suitable to simulate the geometric bulking process, as they are unidirectional, perpendicular to the excavation boundary, and not isotropic (as
assumed in most continuum constitutive models). As a consequence, these models tend to underestimate radial straining in the area relevant for support design and overestimate the build-up of self-stabilizing tangential (hoop) stresses.
Garza-Cruz, Pierce, and Kaiser (2015) simulated the propagation of the stress-fractured zone and related deformations using a bonded block model (3DEC) similar to the model shown in Fig. 15.15B. These simulations showed a rapid
evolution of the stress-fractured zone upon unloading with a related zone of enhanced bulking near the excavation.
Until numerical models are developed and calibrated to overcome various remaining deficiencies of numerical
models, semiempirical means have to be adopted, whereby the effect of bulking is assessed independent of the
adopted numerical model. These consist of two overall components: determination of anticipated bulking deformation
demand and matching of the support system’s deformation capacity to the deformation demand. Kaiser et al. (1996)
provides details of such a semiempirical approach and on how to integrate bulking in a quantitative manner into the
support design process.
15.2.3.1 Deformable Support Systems for Stress-Fractured Ground
The concept of deformable support systems, including the reinforced rock mass, is illustrated by Fig. 15.32. The
stress-fractured ground is retained by mesh or shotcrete and tied together with deformable rockbolts or debonded
cables to control large mining-induced displacements, as described by the central image of Fig. 15.4. Such a deformable
support system must provide bulking control, superior, and deformable retention capacity; add confinement to the
ground behind the reinforced rock mass (blue lateral arrows); and enhance the tangential load bearing capacity (blue
vertical arrows) to reduce roof sag (or floor heave).
Deformable support systems offer several advantages over more rigid support structures because they can conform
to imposed displacements and the reinforced rock mass can dissipate energy if dynamically loaded. The strength and
effectiveness of a deformable support system depends on the strength and size of the retained broken rock and the
FIG. 15.32 Deformable support system for ground control
in walls of drifts (Kaiser, 2014, 2016a) indicating resistance
forces of reinforced support system to resist HW/FW convergence (vertical arrows) and confine the surrounding rock mass
(horizontal arrows).
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ductility and strength of the adopted retention/reinforcement system. The deformable support system concept
provides the framework for a fundamental shift to a deformation-based support selection.
15.2.3.2 Deformation-Based Support Selection
A systematic design methodology must include:
 understanding and recognizing all relevant failure mechanisms
 selecting support components to form a compatible support system based on specific roles and functions
 selecting an applicable factors of safety (in terms of load, displacements and/or energy) and thus identifying design
demands: load, displacements or energy
 selecting the most desirable support component as well as support system capacities.
In brittle failing ground, several distinct mechanisms are causing damage to an excavation and its support:
 raveling of stress-fractured rock after a transition from a coherent (cohesive) to a broken (frictional) rock mass
causing overbreak, stand-up time reduction or fall of ground issues
 sudden or gradual volume expansion or bulking of the fractured rock mass near an excavation due to tangential
straining (i.e., strain-controlled bulking of stress-fractured rock).
The significance of the bulking process in support design is often not recognized, even though it is now evident that
bulking accounts for a substantial amount of observed support damage.
Identification of the predominant (gravity vs stress-driven) damage mechanisms forms a fundamental basis for a
reliable support design. Each mechanism is to be considered separately or in combination when selecting support, as
the drivers and the consequences may differ. Whereas the author focuses here on deformation-driven processes, a
sound design of course has to be checked against load (wedge) and energy (bursting) criteria.
15.2.3.3 Support Functions in Stress-Fractured Ground
Support serves four functions:





prevention of falls of ground: maintaining a stable equilibrium (wedge stabilization)
stabilization of stress-fractured ground: managing a skin of broken rock (retention and volume control)
convergence control: reducing detrimental (tangential and radial) displacement of the supported ground
confinement of the surrounding rock mass by increasing the radial stress to strengthen the rock mass further away
from the excavation (e.g., by confining the pillar core).

The deformation-based support design approach primarily addresses the latter three functions. Means for
estimating bulking related deformations and support straining are described in Kaiser (2016).
A support system designed to accommodate large deformations:
 controls roof to floor convergence to minimize tangential wall straining
 supports broken rock in the stress damage zone close to the excavation wall.
In addition to the tangential deformation control, the support:
 maintains the integrity of the excavation (walls and back), i.e., retains broken, reinforced ground to stop the driving
displacement before it reaches the limit of operationally acceptable radial displacement
 minimizes bulking of well-retained rock with ductile rock reinforcement, providing radial support pressure to
confine the surrounding ground.
An effective support system for stress-fractured ground requires ductility provided by ductile steel or by high-yield
capacity (e.g., as provided by debonded cables or yielding bolts).
15.2.3.4 Estimation of Bulking Deformation for Deformation-Based Support Selection
The deformation-based support selection approach basically consists of comparing the estimated displacement
demand with the displacement capacity of each support component in a system of compatible support components.
For this purpose, it is necessary to first establish the displacement demand in the form of an anticipated displacement
profile in the zone to be supported, and then to compare this displacement profile with the support components’ displacement capacity.
Because continuum models cannot account for the unidirectional, geometric bulking of brittle failing rock, a semiempirical approach has to be adopted, whereby the bulking deformation is superimposed on the modeled elastoplastic displacements obtained from continuum models. For this purpose, bulking charts originally introduced by
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Kaiser et al. (1996), based on measurements in South Africa by Ortlepp, have been supplemented and refined by
numerical modeling (Kaiser, 2016). The chart presented in Kaiser (2016) provide geometric bulking factors as a function of the radial confining pressure and tangential straining levels. The radial confinement for these charts can be
obtained from numerical continuum models, and the bulking strain can be calculated incrementally to obtain the bulking displacement profile (for details, the reader is referred to Kaiser (2016)). The total displacement profile thus consists
of the cumulative displacement including elastic, plastic, and bulking displacements. The deformation-based support
selection approach therefore consists of establishing the displacement demand to assist in selecting support components (bolts or cables) with sufficient displacement or yield capacity (by comparing the displacement profiles of the
rock mass and the bolts).
One complicating factor in this approach is that certain rock reinforcements may not have sufficient yield capacity to
survive the imposed displacement demand, but they still play a positive role by reducing the displacement demand
(i.e., by changing the bulking factor and thus the displacement profile of the rock mass). Hence it is necessary to first
determine how the rock reinforcement affects the bulking before assessing the support’s deformation capacity. In practice, this typically leads to a need to install support systems with two types of support components, one to reinforce the
rock mass for bulking control and the other to provide sufficient yield capacity. An ideal support component may
provide both functions, but it is often more efficient to stage support and select supplemental support components,
such as cable bolts, to survive large deformations (or to provide a desired safety margin).
15.2.3.5 Support Selection in Strainburst-Prone Ground
Strainbursts are sudden, violent excavation failures that may be triggered by a seismic event, but they are primarily
the result of the tangential stress near an excavation exceeding the capacity of the unconfined or lightly confined rock
mass due to excavation advance or nearby mining. Damage to the excavations is primarily caused by the sudden creation of a zone of stress-fractured rock; that is, by the transition to an incrementally larger depth of failure df/a > 0. If the
rock is not supported, this may lead to rock ejection. However, if the rock is well supported with an effective support
system, all of the released energy is consumed by fracture energy, heat, friction, and the deformation of the deformable,
reinforced rock mass. In other words, there is no rock ejection, and the final displacement velocity is zero. Hence, an
effective support system has to survive the resulting displacements from the sudden creation of a depth of failure
and the related sudden bulking.
Support selection for tunnels in strainburst-prone ground fundamentally consists of assessing the excavation deformation potential by estimating the total postfracturing displacement profile (as schematically illustrated by Fig. 15.23)
and then matching the supports displacement capacity with the suddenly imposed displacement demand. Because all
energy will be consumed during the deformation of the reinforced rock mass, there is no remnant energy to be dissipated, and the safety margin of a support system in burst-prone ground is obtained by selecting a displacement
capacity that exceeds the allowable displacement demand. Kaiser (2014) presents the details of deformation-based
support selection for tunnels in strainburst-prone ground.
From a support design perspective, it follows that strainburst damage can be prevented or most effectively controlled by a support system consisting of robust retention elements with relatively stiff rock mass reinforcements that
minimize bulking in combination with yielding bolts that satisfy displacement demand criteria. In other words the
support has to be selected to create a deformable, reinforced rock mass in the immediate vicinity of the excavation.
For conditions with dynamic loading by a remote seismic event, energy-based support design principles, as
described in Kaiser et al. (1996), are applicable.

Nomenclature
BF bulking factor ¼ change in radial length/length
C capacity in terms of load, displacement or energy; subscripts: s for static, d for dynamic
D demand in terms of load, displacement or energy; subscripts: s for static, d for dynamic
DFF depth of failure factor
DIF damage initiation factor
δall allowable displacement limit from a operational perspective
df depth of failure in unsupported ground; superscripts m for mean and e for extreme
EVP excavation vulnerability potential index
FoG fall(s) of ground
FS factor of safety; subscripts: s for static, d for dynamic, “Load” for force, “Displ” for displacement, and “Energy” for energy equilibrium
GRC ground reaction curve
GSI geological strength index
LSS loading system stiffness in (force/displacement) or (stress/strain); LSS* for critical LSS
ML local or Richter magnitude
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Pf or u probability of failure or undesired behavior
PGV peak ground velocity
PGA peak ground acceleration
PPSfrm postpeak strength of reinforced, fractured rock mass
Q rock mass quality index
RMQ rock mass quality (1–3)
RMR rock mass rating
SBP strainburst potential
SBS strainburst severity
SL stress level index SL ¼ σ max/UCS with σ max ¼ 3σ 1  σ 3
σ 1, σ 3 major and minor principal far-field stresses
SM safety margin; subscripts s for static and d for dynamic; SM ¼ 1  (1/FS)
SRF strength reduction factor
UCS unconfined compressive strength
vej ejection velocity when rock fragments detach from rock mass
vi initial ground velocity ¼ highest velocity of damaged, fragmented rock mass (vi vej)
cp energy or work: subscripts r for released, f for fracturing, fs for fracturing of supported rock, ys for yielding support, h for heat, ej for ejected
fragments or k for kinetic
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Glossary
Excavation damage and rockburst types
Rockburst A rockburst is defined as damage to an excavation that occurs in a sudden and violent manner and is associated with a mining-induced
seismic event. “Rockburst” is a generic term and is independent of the cause of damage and failure process. Strainbursts, pillar bursts, and faultslip bursts are all rockbursts if they cause damage to an excavation or its support. The seismic event may be remote from or colocated with the
damage location. A seismic event alone without causing damage is not a rockburst.
Excavation damage Excavation damage is visible damage to an underground excavation in the form overbreak that is caused by a dynamic event if it
is vulnerable (see below). It is reflected in many forms of damage, such as stress fracturing causing rock mass unraveling and falls of ground or
damage to the rock support in the form of support damage (cracking, bagging, bolt failure). Such damage can be caused by excessive stress, by
shaking marginally stable ground or by energy transferred from remote seismic (fault slip) events. This definition of damage differs from the
terminology adopted in the nuclear waste management literature, where rock damage in an excavation damage zone (EDZ) includes crack damage and damage that does not lead to excavation instability.
Damage with rock or support component ejection may not or only in part be related to the intensity (magnitude, moment, or energy) of a
remote or colocated seismic event.
Excavation vulnerability Excavations are more or less vulnerable to damage depending on the proximity of the excavation to the point of failure. In
general, the higher the static factor of safety or the lower the static probability of failure, the lower the vulnerability of an excavation to rockbursting. Consequently, the excavation vulnerability depends on the rock failure type and increases with increasing stress level (stress/strength),
proximity to geological structures, the local excavation deformation potential (reflected in the local mine stiffness, extraction ratio, and excavation
geometry; see below), and the effectiveness of the support system (its ability to dissipate energy in the reinforced rock arch).
Excavation deformation potential When part of an excavation fails causing overbreak, the entire excavation deforms in response to the related
change in excavation geometry. The associated deformation pattern depends on the surrounding rock mass properties, the local stress conditions,
the excavation geometry, and the shape of the change in geometry. Conditions that lead to higher deformations during a change in geometry
(caused by rockburst damage) have an elevated excavation deformation potential. For example, a notch in a tunnel wall at a T-intersection will have a
higher deformation potential than an identical notch away from the intersection. A dyke imbedded in a soft rock mass will have a higher deformation potential than that imbedded in a stiff rock mass. There are many other factors such as the local mine stiffness (see next) that affect the
deformation potential.
Loading system stiffness LSS or local mine stiffness The local mine stiffness describes the response of the rock mass to rock failure. The LSS is the
ratio of an induced stress change and the related strain increment in a rock volume (or the ratio of an induced force change and the related displacement, e.g., during a pillar failure). Similar to a laboratory test frame, the loading system can be soft or stiff. In a stiff environment, a given
strain increment will cause a large stress change (drop) and in a soft environment, the same strain increment will cause little stress change. Hence,
stiff loading systems impose less energy on failing rock than soft systems.
Strainburst A strainburst is a sudden and violent failure of rock near an excavation boundary, with the primary or secondary seismic source and
damage being colocated at the damage location.
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A self-initiated strainburst is a rockburst caused by a gradual weakening of the rock mass such that the local stress after some time exceeds the
rock mass strength in a relatively soft loading/mining system; that is, the local mine stiffness has to be softer than the postpeak behavior of the
failing rock mass. In this case the damage is only related to the energy stored in the failing rock volume and the energy released from the surrounding rock mass. The radiated energy or intensity of the seismic event is only related to the strainburst intensity.
A mining-induced strainburst is a rockburst caused by mining-induced displacements or strain (due to tunnel advance, stope excavation, cave
propagation, or loading, etc.) that change the local stress near an excavation such that the stress (temporarily) exceeds the rock’s strength. The
radiated energy or intensity of the seismic event is again only related to the strainburst intensity.
A seismically triggered strainburst is a self-initiated or a mining-induced strainburst that is triggered by a remote seismic event. In this case the
remote event is the primary seismic event, and the seismic event colocated with the strainburst damage is a secondary event. However, the damage is not related to the intensity of the remote event, it only serves at the trigger of a strainburst.
A dynamically loaded strainburst is a strainburst that is augmented by the impact of energy radiated from a primary source in two possible
forms:
 the radiated energy may transfer some of its radiated energy to kinetic energy and eject part of marginally stable rock.
 the radiating energy causes a dynamic stress pulse that may deepen the depth of failure, thus releasing more stored energy; and through
rock mass bulking, it can add additional strain or displacement to the rock and support
A strainburst is only associated with rock ejection if some of the released energy is transferred in the form of kinetic energy to nonsupported or
poorly supported rock.
A strainburst may also occur in a well-supported rock mass (i.e., behind mesh or shotcrete) in the reinforced rock or behind the supported
ground. This is called a restrained self-initiate, mining-induced, triggered, or dynamically loaded strainburst.
Pillar burst A pillar burst is a sudden and violent failure of rocks in the pillar core or the complete collapse of a pillar, whether in a room, post, crown,
rib, or sill pillar. In a pillar burst, the source and damage is colocated; that is, damage is located in the confined pillar core. A pillar burst may be
triggered by a remote seismic event but the damage is dominated by the energy released from the failing.
Fault-slip burst A sudden and violent failure or damage to an excavation caused by the dynamic slippage along a preexisting fault or along a newly
generated shear rupture is called a fault-slip burst. The damage to an excavation is then strongly related to the energy radiated from the seismic
event at the slip or rupture location, but some energy will also be released from the failing rock near the excavation.

Rock mass damage mechanisms
Bulking of stress-fractured ground Bulking is a term borrowed from blasting or fragmentation. It describes an increase in volume due to the transition from a competent rock mass to a volume of broken rock. The bulking of rock is largely a result of geometric nonfit of very strong rock
fragments caused by stress fracturing under static or dynamic loading. In a rockburst, this bulking process occurs in a sudden and violent manner.
Fall of ground or shakedown A fall of ground (FoG) is a gravity-driven damage process, whereby a volume of marginally stable ground fails. The
failing volume of rock may be defined by geological structures (discontinuities) forming single or groups of rock wedges or a zone of
fractured rocks.
A FoG may be seismically triggered or dynamically loaded. In the latter case, vibrations or shaking from a remote seismic source increases the
demand on the support by adding dynamic acceleration to the gravitational acceleration. A FoG triggered or dynamically loaded by a dynamic
disturbance is thus called a shakedown.
Rock ejection Rock ejection is a dynamic process driven by some source of kinetic (not potential) energy. This kinetic energy may stem from a bulking
process, from momentum transfer from larger to smaller rocks, or energy transfer from seismic radiation of energy from a remote seismic event.
Rock ejection is therefore related to the remnant kinetic energy, after all other energy sinks have extracted energy that is available for transfer
to blocks of rock.
In many situations the ejection velocity is not directly related to the ground motion or the PGV (peak ground velocity). The common assumption of setting the ejection velocity equal to the PGV is therefore rarely valid for the burst-resistant support design. The ejection velocity may often
be in part or entirely related to the locally releasable strain energy and the kinetics of the failing rocks.
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